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editor’s note

Well, would you
just look at that…
Post-COVID and it’s a whole new world we’re living in
– as if that needs spelling out. From SUP’s point of
view it’s been bonkers. Every man and his dog, since
lockdown restrictions were lifted, seem to want a
piece of stand up. Brands selling a whole year’s stock
in a matter of weeks; shops running dry with supply;
and manufacturers having to take on extra staff to
cope with demand. By and large it’s been inflatable
SUPs taking the lion’s share but not solely. Hard
boards have had a good run as well. Are we living in
the eighties? When every other car would have a
board strapped to the roof. It mightn’t be windsurf
boards this time round (although that sport seems to
be having a small spurt also) but it’s similar.
When I got into stand up paddling over ten years ago, SUP
was touted as the fastest growing watersport in the world.
Whilst this was true, to a degree, the economic crash of
2008 meant it didn’t quite explode as some predicted.
Who’d a thought a global pandemic would conspire to see
this actual premonition come to bear fruit.
It’s mad. On warm, sunny days at my local you can’t
move for people and iSUPs. They’re everywhere! It’s nice
to see, although trying to find my own paddling room can
be an issue sometimes. The one thing I’d urge any new
stand up paddler to do is seek out knowledge, and the
right type at that. Go to a reputable SUP school or
instructor and don’t believe all the ‘noise’ you hear on
social media. Have a peruse through this magazine and
SUPM’s website to find those golden nuggets. Don’t just
take what your mate tells you about SUP at face value.
Experience is key so you need to get your info from
experienced people. Above all keep an eye on safety.
Progressing with SUP and challenging yourself is one
thing but putting yourself in harm’s way and having to
rely on others to rescue isn’t great.
For SUP newbies: welcome! Stand up paddle boarding is a
diverse and inclusive sport that has broad appeal. From
simply pottering about on flat water, to tackling big waves
and even flying above them there’s so much to this
awesome activity – it’s why I’m still here, along with
Anne and Pete who also work on SUPM.
Hopefully the weather will keep playing ball and we’ll all
enjoy some quality time afloat. Even if Mother Nature’s
mood does change then your SUP ain’t going nowhere.
It’s ready and waiting for any window you do find
yourself with.
We hope you enjoy this issue as it’s chock full of good SUP
stuff. Let us know if you want to see anything specific
next time round. Have a good ‘un!
Tez Plavenieks, August 2020
tez@supmaguk.co.uk
Twitter: @tezwoz.
Instagram: @tez_plavenieks_sup_wind
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We aim to make SUPM the best stand up paddle boarding
magazine possible. We don't, however, do this alone. There are
many people, from all corners, who have input in making the
magazine what it is. From authors to photographers, brands
who supply test/demo kit and those who continue to mentor,
offer up guidance and support that may not actually be
obvious on first look. Inspiration comes in many forms; a
recreational paddler doing something on the water may spark
idea(s) for content. Likewise, direct feedback can help us
continue to be on point. To everyone that helped with past,
present and future issues of SUP Mag UK we thank you! It
wouldn't happen without your exploits. We may be living in
strange times currently but it's great to have such a wealth of
options to pull from. Thanks hugely – the SUPM team.
Cover photo: Maya Persson by Jakob Gjerluff Ager
Not all contributors are professional writers and photographers, so don’t be put
off writing because you have no experience! Next issue is October 2020 with a
deadline of submissions on September 5th. Technical Information:
Contributions preferably as a Microsoft Word ﬁle with 800-1200 words, emailed
to tez@supmaguk.co.uk. Images should be hi-resolution and emailed with the
Word ﬁle or if preferred, a Dropbox folder will be created for you. SUP Mag UK
encourages contributions of any nature but reserves the right to edit to the space
available. Opinions expressed in this magazine are not necessarily those of the
publishing parent company, 2b Graphic Design. The publishing of an
advertisement in SUP Mag UK does not necessarily mean that the parent
company, 2b Graphic Design, endorse the company, item or service advertised.
All material in SUP Mag UK is strictly copyright and all rights are reserved.
Reproduction without prior permission from the editor is forbidden.

To subscribe in print go to:
https://standuppaddlemag.co.uk/
subscribe/
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Joey Patrick at the Hypr Demo Centre at Cransley Photo: Howard Shepherd
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RIDER: SARAH LEIGHTON

“

Chicken SUP for the soul

By James Wittering
with it’s banks only just beginning to recover from the
unprecedented flooding that preceded the pandemic,
and watch the water flow past, in perpetual motion,
like time or the flow of thoughts in my head, and
remind myself that everything is simply passing by;
all is transient. Water is a powerful metaphor for how
we perceive and manage our thoughts.
Marcus Aurelius, the Stoic Philosopher and
Emperor of Rome said, “Time is a river, the
resistless flow of all created things. One thing no
sooner comes in sight than it is hurried past and
another is borne along, only to be swept away in
its turn.”
He meant that there is not much point in dwelling too
much on the hard times, they were coming anyway
and will pass, just as everything does, in the end. That
is simply how the universe works and as I paddle
upstream, watching the water pass by in an endless
flow I am forced to remember that it’s all ok, it’s all
just as it should be; the bad times will ebb and flow
with the good.

SUP may have origins that trace back thousands of years,
beyond it’s widely accepted Hawaiian roots and perhaps
more recently Laird Hamilton’s sweeping influence, but it
is currently riding a wave of popularity that positions it as
one of the world’s sexiest pastimes.
Yet to my mind it also shares a philosophical bed with
Ancient Greek Stoics and Tibetan yogis alike and I
don’t think the timing is a coincidence, nor is the
reason SUP dovetails so perfectly with mindful
activities such as yoga and meditation.
This wonderful magazine has recently interviewed many
of SUP’s prominent heroes and discussed openly the
effects, good and bad, of this COVID nuanced world. The
common thread is not a negative one, it’s a silver lining;
as though this new context has the entire SUP
community harmonising on a positive note. We are the
lucky ones and we’re going to share what we have found.
I am no stranger to anxiety, like almost everyone I
know, there are times that everything from sadness,
anger or any number of other mental health
challenges can start to take hold as we engage with
the negative thoughts and the ensuing emotions and
these last few months have taken their toll on us all,
perhaps more than they would under normal
circumstances. But as we know, circumstances are
rarely normal at the best of times, it’s not how the
universe works. There are, however, strategies we can
use to help us quieten the mind and free ourselves of
the anxiety that tends to accompany all that overthinking, and you can do this on a paddleboard.
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If I reach out and grab that branch as it floats by, just
like engaging with a negative thought, I lose control. I
lose my direction and my momentum in the water; I’m
not present anymore, I’m stuck. Better to simply
observe it as it rises, passes and falls away out of sight.
Meditation guru and arguably the happiest man in
the world, Yongey Mingyur Rinpoche, said, “When
you can see the river, you are out of the river.”
He means that if the river is your mind, then being in
the river is identifying with all those thoughts and
emotions. Once you’re on your board, simply
observing the river you are no longer caught up in it’s
current and cannot be so easily swept away.

I know how incredibly grateful I am that, throughout
this trickiest of years, I have been able to sit by our
beautiful River Avon, even when I couldn’t paddle on it,

s

Just like the waves when we’re out in the surf remind
us of our thoughts, rising and falling away on an
otherwise still ocean, the river too represents the flow
of our thoughts, that perpetual stream of
consciousness. Being present on the river, and mindful
of that environment helps me to meditate on how
those thoughts pass on by like the flotsam that
inevitably passes my board, arising from the horizon,
passing by my blade as it pushes me forwards, and
melting away behind me, carried away by the
continuous current.

d

I run a small ASI Accredited SUP school based at Arden
Sailing Club in Defford, a pretty spot on the River Avon
near Pershore, and one of the absolute privileges of
taking people out on either lessons or tours is
witnessing first-hand the soul-soothing effect that
paddle boarding has on people. We all know the
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www.witteringsup.co.uk

benefits of paddling as an exercise; the core and
stamina strengthening we get alongside all that fresh
air, but the list of reasons why it’s good for our mental
wellness too is quite staggering.
Disconnecting from a busy life, putting away phone
screens, getting closer to nature and sharing the whole
experience with loved ones or simply taking the moment
to reconnect with yourself is hands-down my favourite
thing about SUP and being able to share that makes my
job as purposeful as I could possibly hope for.
Putting my love of mindfulness, meditation and
paddling together I am working on delivering mindful
paddle sessions to help people learn new skills for
remaining present and anxiety-free in their lives whilst
associating that freedom with a pastime they love.

Post-paddle bliss
We all love that post-paddle bliss and I’m know I’m
preaching to the choir when I talk about the
tranquillity of being out on the water but by adding
in some mindful awareness to our paddles and even
helping others to use SUP to build their emotional
resilience we can really amplify the already
therapeutic effects of our beautiful sport; for
ourselves, our loved ones and for our students.

Namaste paddlers!
9
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I had a client recently who sent me a lovely note after
our session which described the effects quite
succinctly, “Mindfulness isn't something that comes
naturally to me, it's definitely a work in progress, but
after paddling I felt better than I have done in a long
time. That horrible anxious feeling had gone and I
honestly felt like a weight had been lifted.”
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Sarah Thornely first got to hear about Jordan Wylie through
Paddle Logger where they are both ambassadors and knew
his would be a fascinating story!
Photos: James May Media and Stephen McGrath

A natter with…

JORDAN

WYLIE
For anyone who hasn't had the
pleasure of meeting you Jordan, can
you give us a brief description of who
you are?

to reach more young people in the world. I’m not
really a fan of the ‘celebrity culture’, I much prefer
real people doing real things. The world is full of a
lot of very uninspiring famous faces and in a world
that is more connected than ever, with things such
as social media and smartphones – we need
influencers and those with a profile of some sort to
be accountable for their actions and the messages
they post. Personally, I take this very seriously and
work hard to make sure that the content I create is
educational, motivational and inspiring. I certainly
don’t always get it right but like everyone, I try to
continue to learn and grow daily in all aspects of
my life.

Firstly, thank you so much for inviting me to share
a bit about my journey to date, it’s a pleasure to
contribute to your awesome magazine. I have taken
a lot of inspiration from your articles in the past so
hopefully I can provide a bit of magic back to help
other readers as a thank you for their support.
These days I’m a full-time adventurer and author
and spend most of my days trying to help
encourage young people to have big goals and
dreams and then work hard to achieve them. I’m
very proud to be the U.K. ambassador for the Army
Cadet Force, having spent 10 years in the Army
myself as a soldier and serving around the world. I
think it is so important that we do our best to try to
inspire the next generation. For me they are our
country’s greatest asset and the world is changing
and becoming more complex than ever before, so
we must do everything we can to give them the best
chance in life.

We will get to SUP later but let's start
at the beginning – what or who
encouraged you to join the Army?
To be very honest, I didn’t do too well at school at
all. I left with no real formal qualifications and
didn’t have the grades to go to sixth form or
university. That said, I have always loved travel,
adventure and the great outdoors and my Dad was
a former Royal Marine Commando too, so I guess it
was the natural choice from very limited options.

I’m fortunate to have a small public profile from
working on TV in recent years, some people may
recognise me as one of the cast of Channel 4’s
Hunted and Celebrity Hunted, where I am one of the
Hunters. Some of my expeditions have also featured
on Sky TV too which has helped me a lot to be able
11
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I am very proud to say though that I went back to
education as I grew up and matured and have since
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Do you feel this was a lifechanging decision and did you
enjoy your time in the Army?
Joining the British Army was arguably one
of the best decisions I ever made. The life
lessons, opportunities and friendships the
military offers cannot be found anywhere
else. I have no shame in saying I turned
from a young naughty teenager to a
respectable adult and most of that was
down to my experiences in the Army.
The British Army is an organisation that is
built on the highest of standards and core
values. Even today 10 years after leaving, I
try my best to maintain those same values
in everything I do. We have six core values
that I share with cadets, school children and
young people everywhere I go. They are
courage, respect for others, integrity,
discipline, loyalty and selfless commitment.
I try to use these values as a decisionmaking tool in everything I do. The Army
has definitely been my best teacher in life
along with my parents.

Having left, you went into
maritime security and because of
one major situation during that
time you wrote a book about the
experience - had you ever written
before and did this change things
for you personally?
Yes, after leaving the Army I pursued a
career in the maritime security sector like a
lot of former service personnel. I was in a
main battle tank regiment as a soldier and
thankfully we don’t need them in the
civilian world and hopefully never will!
I wrote a book about my experiences called
‘Citadel’, which went on to be a bestseller in
the UK and US, which opened a lot of new

“A wise person
learns from their
mistakes but an
even wiser person
learns from the
mistakes of other
people.”
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so that definitely gives you an advantage.
As soldiers we have often seen and
experienced things that most people never
will and in my experience, when we transfer
it into the adventure context, I find myself
prepared to push further into the unknown,
as for me this is where my growth is the
strongest.

doors and opportunities for me on a
personal and professional level. I was never
someone who loved writing nor did I have
any big aspirations to become an author,
until I really discovered the benefits later in
life, especially in recent years. Writing
allows you to express yourself in a way that
you can’t do in spoken words I feel. It also
allows you to connect with people all
around the world without even meeting
them. I love the fact you can help or
perhaps inspire someone you have never
met by your words. I love collecting and
reading quotes from people and
researching what they were thinking or
going through at the time they said
something that went on to be popular. I
love that a quote can mean so many
different things to so many different people
– depending on where they are on their
own personal journey.

I love the spirit of adventure and try to
embrace it every day and encourage my
friends, family and especially my daughter
to do the same. For me though my major
expeditions are more about the impact and
what good we can do in the world to help
others. All my expeditions are for
charitable purposes and to be a serious
fundraiser in the modern world
you need to take on bigger
risks, create new challenges
and go to places where
others have never been.

Somebody once said to me many years ago
that writing a book will be one of the best
business cards you can ever carry and it
seems to be true in some respects. People
want to ask you questions, learn more about
your story and also learn from the highs and
lows you have experienced. Talking of
quotes, one of my favourites is, “A wise
person learns from their mistakes but an
even wiser person learns from the mistakes
of other people…” That’s one of the great
things about reading and writing – learning.

I am very much an ordinary
person though; I wasn’t in the special
forces and I’m not the fittest or fastest.
I just set myself goals and work towards
them daily, whilst trying to help the
next generation at the same time.

You now make regular
appearances on
mainstream media
and have also
appeared in Hunted
and Celebrity
Hunted – how did
you get involved in
these shows and
how do you cope
with being
perhaps
recognised in
the street (or
on a paddle
board!)

You have done some extreme
adventuring – can you tell us
more about some of your
achievements?
I really like the concept of extreme
adventure and being able to push the
boundaries of physical and psychological
endurance. I truly believe that anything is
possible if we are prepared to work at
something, train harder, manage the risks
and accept the sacrifices that need to be
made. To be honest I think that is the same
in all aspects of life, not just adventure – for
me it’s the same in business, love and
education too!

I’m not a huge
fan of TV
(perhaps I
shouldn’t say
that...), unless
it’s watching a
football match
or a new
documentary
that I can learn
from. However,
I’ve been fortunate
to work on TV for a
few years now and
it’s great for helping

My greatest achievement in life though is
not any award, trophy, accolade or
expedition – it’s my daughter Evie. To be a
parent is the biggest honour in life for me,
every day is a blessing.

Did Army life give you the mental
capacity to be able to achieve
these monumental feats?
The Army prepares you to go into some
very extreme, remote and complex
environments, which are often hostile too,
13
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with my fundraising. I certainly don’t
consider myself as any sort of celebrity but
sometimes I get recognised. It was actually
my military experiences and working in
intelligence on operations in Iraq and
Northern Ireland that landed me the role on
Hunted. It’s a great show and I get to work
with some incredible people but it’s
important to remember that it’s just
entertainment, not real life.

You are an ambassador and
exclusively sponsored by many
companies – you are also raising
huge amounts for charities around
the world – what is your dream for
the next few years in being able to
help more people and how do these
companies support that?
I have been very fortunate to work with many
brands over the years and I am still an
ambassador for a select few too, mainly ones
that share the same values as me (including
Paddle Logger of course) but I am eternally
grateful to the team at Eton Harris
and Chartercross in the UAE as it is the support
from them that has allowed me to fulfil my
dream of being a full-time adventurer and
allowing me to spend most of my days giving
talks to young people across the UK.
My dream for the last two years has been to
build a new school on the Horn of Africa for
refugee children displaced by the conflicts in
Yemen and Somalia. I am around 50% through
that mission but still need to raise around
£150,000 in the next 12 months to complete
the project. This is why I am heading to
Antarctica in the coming months as planned,
well if the logistics will allow with the current
COVID-19 pandemic.

So, we are getting closer to the
water… tell us about the project
‘Rowing Dangerously’
This was a project that followed on from
Running Dangerously in 2018. I decided that I
wanted to run though Iraq, Afghanistan and

Somalia – the three most dangerous countries
in the world at the time. I wanted to help inspire
hope through education to children in these
war-torn countries. It was a huge success and
the documentary featured on Sky TV last year.
When I returned I wanted to do something
bigger to raise more money for the new school
I’m trying to build so I came up with the idea of
‘Rowing Dangerously’ – a world first attempt to
row across the most dangerous strait of water
on the planet, an area called the Bab El Mandeb
Straits – the gateway to the Gulf of Aden, a
region infamous for piracy, illegal arms trading,
smuggling, military operations and one of the
busiest shipping lanes in the world.
I was told it was too dangerous to row but I
knew with some planning, preparation and a
good team of expert advisors I could deliver this
unique project and that’s exactly what we did. It
was by far one of the toughest challenges I
have ever done but it was also very rewarding
and fulfilling too.

Let’s move on to SUP Jordan people reading this may be
wondering why you are in SUPM
but you DO paddleboard, right?
Yes – but I’m very new to it and I’m far from an
expert. I had the opportunity to SUP last year
on a friend's board and always said I wanted to
try it again. I was in the Yukon Territories in
northern Canada in January this year for the
Montane Arctic Marathon and I met a guy who
had SUP’d the Yukon River. I was captivated and
hanging on his every word. I even went back to
the UK and bought the same board that he had
used for his adventure, the black Billboard H4

expensive gym memberships, you get to
explore the world’s natural environment at
your own leisure. The sun, wind and rain all
add to the adventure and as I get older and
my body becomes more vulnerable to injury,
the fact it is very low impact makes it an
attractive exercise option to everyone
regardless of age, shape and size – it is a
completely inclusive sport and growing
bigger. One of the things I also really respect
is the community of people are so welcoming
and supportive, so many people have reached
out to me since I started paddleboarding to
offer guidance and advice (including you
Sarah, for which I’m super grateful).

Carbon which is a sublime piece of kit. I have
used many inflatable boards in the last few
months but nothing comes close to this one
for me.

When and where did you start
paddle boarding and how does it
make you feel?
My first trip was in February on the Hamble
River just outside Southampton. I have always
loved being on the water or just being close to
it. There is something truly magical, tranquil
and soothing about water – I don’t mind if it’s
a river, canal or the ocean.
The health benefits from SUP are almost
unbeatable. As well as the fact you don’t need
15
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It is not a secret that you suffer with
severe depression and chronic anxiety
– do you feel that SUP gives you inner
peace and mental wellbeing?

restricted fly movements, I’m not going anywhere
overseas in the next month or so, so you may see
something very special attempted on a SUP in the
coming weeks. Perhaps something that has not been
achieved before, despite a couple of attempts. I like
to aim high and I will give it my all and I very much
welcome the SUP community to get involved too. I
can’t tell you exactly what it is just yet due to some
final sponsors and filmmaking details that are being
finalised but it will be worth waiting for, I promise...

100% – I would even go one step further and say
that right now today it’s probably the best medicine
for me and I can’t get enough of it. Mental health
and wellbeing are a big challenge for a lot of people
these days and I’m no different. Like most of us I
have had my ups and downs in life and been to
some low places. Being on the water gives me
clarity on my thoughts, inner peace, it’s incredibly
relaxing and the fact that it is outdoors in the
wilderness, makes it the perfect activity for better
mental health for me.

You have a daughter, with whom you
have written a book called ‘Around
the World’ which was designed to help
parents and children during lockdown
- does Evie paddle too?

Have you always had a passion for
sport in general? Do you feel that SUP
compliments these other sports?

Yes, Evie loves paddling, whether she’s in her kayak or
on a SUP, she’s in her happy place. In a world where
children are distracted by ‘likes’ and ‘swipes’ I am
really proud that she loves being in the outdoors and
in the mountains or in the water – we need to
encourage this more for the young people I believe,
it’s good for their development and mental wellbeing.

Sport has been a huge part of my life since as long as
I could kick, throw, run and jump. I played football to
a very good level up until the age of 16 and had spells
at Blackpool, Preston North End, Wimbledon and
trialled at Manchester City unsuccessfully before
joining the Army. To be very honest, I think sport got
me through school too as well. I captained most of
the teams at some stage from basketball, football,
athletics and cricket but academia just didn’t do it for
me. I have always learnt by doing and by action not
by classrooms and books.

Lockdown was really challenging for me and Evie
but we tried to be as productive as possible and we
took the opportunity to finish a special project we
started quite a while ago. Our New Year’s resolution
was to learn every flag and every capital city of the
world and although I’m still getting there, Evie is
miles ahead and is turning into a mini map maker
(well cartographer I should say) in her own right. We
developed a colouring book which enables children
to colour – research and learn about the 196
recognised countries of the world, it was kindly
sponsored by The Abel Foundation in Andover,
Hampshire as we also wanted to raise awareness of
mitochondrial disease too. We distributed over
1000 copies free to local schools and also to the
NHS which was great as we wanted to say a big
thank you for their amazing work not just in
lockdown but all year round.

I have also found that sport is one of the great
levellers in life regardless of your background, social
status, race or gender. A few years ago, I was the
only British competitor in the Marathon of
Afghanistan (as you can imagine westerners aren’t
in queues to join this race) and it was amazing to
run alongside local women and men. They had been
through so much and in some cases every day was
survival for them, I cannot imagine how they live
having lost homes, families and more. For 26.2
miles in the Afghan mountains though we were all
as one, the smiles, the pain, the laughter, the sweat
and tears made it one of the most magical
experiences of my life and for me this epitomised
why sport is so important in the world.

We tend to see a loss of interest in SUP,
which is generally around the teenage
years – how do you think we can
encourage children of Evie’s age and
above to continue to enjoy the outdoor
life and sport?

A friend of mine called James Bingham organises SUP
in central Afghanistan for locals and internationals in
partnership with Red Paddle Co and it was magical to
see young boys and girls getting access to such an
amazing opportunity. James is doing some great
work in Afghanistan and I’m proud to have played a
small part in helping children there.

For me, children and young people have to enjoy
the hobbies they take part in, it’s got to be fun,
engaging and inclusive. The moment it stops
becoming these things is the moment children start
looking elsewhere. That means instructors, youth
leaders, cadet volunteers and school teachers have
to continue to grow and develop themselves in
order to continually inspire the next generation. If
we are not inspired and learning how can we expect
the same of those we are working with. I believe
that sport is an activity but it’s the mentors,
coaches and people that make sport a great tool for
development, not just on the water, on the pitch or

Presumably adventures and challenges
on a SUP will be where it’s at for you or
can we tempt you into racing! Do you
have any big plans in mind?
A major SUP adventure has consumed my mind
throughout lockdown to be very honest. I was due to
be in Mongolia and Norway right now running
marathons as part of another challenge but due to
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track but in all aspects of life. We can learn
a lot through adventure and there are as
many valuable lessons to be learnt in the
natural environment as there are in a
school uniform but we have a duty to make
it worth turning up and taking part!

What can we look forward to
with Jordan for 2021?
2021 will most certainly see me head to
the North Pole as this got cancelled this
year and hopefully, I will be able to share
the lessons learned from an incredible SUP
adventure that I hope to start very soon. I
try not to plan too far ahead as being
present is very important to me these days
and being a former soldier, I also know that
tomorrow is not always promised or
guaranteed. Love each day to the full,
surround yourself with inspiring likeminded people and always try and be the
difference that makes a difference where
you can.

Guilty pleasure TV series?
I do like a bit of Come Dine With Me (but
don’t tell anyone...)

Guilty pleasure sweet treat?
The new strawberry Magnum ice cream,
seconds on the lips and a lifetime on the
hips as they say!
Jordan thank you so much for giving us
an insight into your life and we wish
you every success with your incredible
SUP adventure/challenge – you can
follow Jordan at @mrjordanwylie

please check the great work of Sarah and
Angela, they are literally like real life
Angels for your business.

Ofﬁcial world
record attempt

“So many companies and people have
supported The Great British Paddle in such
a short space of time, one thing I have
learnt is the SUP community is full of very
humble and genuine people who want to
make a difference and help others. I will be
now be handing my social media over to
Freya Barnes and Katie Brooks who will
look after our social media channels and
the website and I will be getting focussed
as we prepare for an epic adventure this
weekend.

What Jordan
couldn’t reveal
during the interview
due to some final
sponsors and
filmmaking details
to be finalised, were
his plans to undertake a SUP
circumnavigation of Great Britain, which
would be a new world record. On Sunday
July 27th, Jordan set off from Essex Marina
at Wallasea Island but before he left he had
this to say…

“If you wish to follow us, we have a live
tracker thanks to Paddle Logger which can
be found on our website
www.TheGreatBritishPaddle.com – you
can also donate to charity here or even buy
the crew a pint or some fuel for the support
boat. I have an awesome team of amazing
people and without Alex Alley, James May,
Paula Reid, Stuart Edmondson, Katie, Freya
and Pat, this would not be possible - you
can never do great things alone in this
world, it’s takes a group of very special
people to execute something of this
magnitude and we have a world-class team
of selfless people, thank you from the
bottom of my heart, let’s do this!”

“Good morning everyone, thank you to all
the amazing people that have reached out
to help me or sponsor me recently, I’ve met
so many cool people in the last few weeks.
It’s been a very challenging time for the
world the last few months and I hope to try
and inspire a nation using the spirit of
adventure and by making a difference to
children’s lives affected by conflict and war.
“Everything we raise will go to finishing the
school on the Horn of Africa for displaced
children of war from Yemen and Somalia. I
would like to give a very special thank you
to my great friend James at Eton Harris
and the team at Chartercross who have
backed me and my charitable objectives
for the last 12 months, what an absolute
legend and also to our expedition sponsor
Angel Call Handling. The girls who own this
local Andover based business are awesome,

https://www.facebook.com/thegreatbritishp
addle/videos/594888884558059/
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London’s SIC Maui Glide Centre & Store

1st UK’s Test Centre
0207 993 2036
www.SICmaui.uk
We teach SUP at
the Blue Chip
SUP School
equipped with
top quality SIC
inflatable boards

HIGHEST
QUALITY
INFLATABLES
at amazing
prices!

VIRTUAL RACING

Verity Thomas by Above and Beyond Visuals
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Words: Sarah Elizabeth Thornely of SUPjunkie
Pics: SUPjunkie, Unscripted Adventure Photography,
Above and Beyond Visuals & Piotr Kadziela
Did we ever believe in 2020 we would be involved in ‘virtual
racing’? Did we even know it was a thing? Well, it is and it's
been BIG this year – I wanted to find out what our GBSUP
racers thought about it, what they had entered and how
they had fared…
Challenging
2020 has proven to be challenging if you love racing but virtual racing has been
really well received by some to keep them motivated and training – if you’ve
placed, that’s the icing on the cake, but it's not all been about that. Some have
loved it because they have enjoyed being alone on that start line with no
associated nerves, no messy water, just you and the elements you are in – a
race against yourself, where you CAN choose to go at your own pace if you wish
even though you have entered a race. Calmer racing – if there is such a thing!
The time frames of some of the races have proven challenging too – the virtual
M2O, which was to be held over a weekend was extended to cover just over a
week due to tricky weather conditions all over the world. Unlike normal racing,
you also get more than one chance to better your time – if you have the
energy! The APP Fast Track Sprint has people from all over the world submitting
multiple entries to better their time – it’s been a great incentive. All virtual
racing has given you multiple days to complete, weeks and even months.
Here in the UK we have had a new kid on the block with Haywood Sports
supported by Paddle Logger setting up a virtual SUP 5km TT. One 5km race
down and keep your eyes peeled for four more coming up before November
1st! GBSUP has fully supported this as great home turf racing.
Ginnie Betts. Photo: Unscripted Adventure Photography
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Paddle Monster
Paddle Monster have a worldwide following
and currently have seven Virtual Paddle
League races from 200 metres to a half
marathon and everything in between taking
place. They are one of the biggest training
platforms for SUP in the world and have
certainly shown their experience in this –
training videos aplenty from them to
compliment the races.
Many of our paddlers have loved virtually
racing with others from all over the world –
connecting with them in a way that they
may never have done in normal times,
making new SUP buddies and comparing
results. Our very own Verity Thomas (Vee
Jay) became the unofficial World Champion
in the 10k race run by SUP United – an
awesome achievement – she has also
consistently placed in their other distances.
After getting ‘carried away’ with the Virtual
Paddle League, she then committed to the
SUP United races and it’s certainly paid off
for her.
The other joy of these races is ‘anything
goes’ – where organisers have
been less concerned about
the craft you use and
there are often
no

specific board classes. All these relaxed
rules are possible when you don't have to
worry about the venue or safety cover you
are supplying to your paddlers.

Paddle Imua
Paddler’s personal costs due to lack of
entries and travelling this year, have
enabled them to support some great races,
which are often raising money for charities
across the world. Paddle Imua is one of
those – where some organisers have also
sent great swag bags out to participants in
all corners of the globe – the M2O paddlers
have all now ‘got the t-shirt’, many of them
fully aware that their dream of travelling to
that race will never happen due to costs,
time restraints and ability.
Ginnie Betts took third fastest time overall
in the SUP stock category (some 1,800
paddlers entered from 53 countries) and the
rest of the Cornwall crew also smashed out
some great results, where stock prone
paddlers and ocean ski pretty much wiped
off the rest of the world’s results!
One young man who should have been at
the M2O was Sam Norton from Cornwall – he
ended up coming first overall in the 12’
stock prone class. The bonus of doing it in
the UK was some fantastic planning and
training locally with a great crew, huge
amounts of learning about the ocean
and its mysteries but also paddling the
event with his father, Mark – happy days for
them both.
Karen Greener from the Northern SUP Race
Team, has entered almost every virtual race
and has done incredibly well – consistently
placing in many of them including the UK
Endurance Race, APP, VPL, Haywood Sports
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chased or chasing down the opposition to
feel they have had their best race.
There is nothing more motivating though
than sitting at the top of the leader board of
a worldwide race even knowing that you
may be bumped down shortly. Most virtual
races have kept the age categories, which
has been a great motivator!

Winter racing
The paddlers have loved the ‘virtuals’ and
the ones I have spoken to think they should
stay – is there a place for them when
normal racing resumes? That is very much
open for discussion, as there are so many
races in the calendar already but who
knows. I believe there is a place for them
even if just for winter racing when you have
the option of submitting your time from a
longer window rather than being reliant on
the weather being favourable on any given
day, as there were plenty of races cancelled
last winter due to bad weather. Could it also
inspire many more paddlers to race – could
we see the biggest ever race fleet in 2021?

and SUP United. Club motivation is at the
heart of her achievements.
GBSUP’s Adrian Soper has also been very
keen with the virtual races – the training has
been on going, the results are proven and
it’s certainly kept him going throughout
lockdown.

Challenge Tour option

Adrian Soper taken by
Piotr Kadziela

To summarise, virtual racing has certainly
kept paddlers motivated and training for
something, there have been so many
positives to come out of this but in the
words of Sasha Chisholm, “The biggest con
of virtual racing is that I missed you all.”

Certain clubs in the UK have also been
running their own virtual races or more
recently, socially distanced racing – support
your local club and get involved if you want
to start racing – you will get so much
support and all clubs can be found on the
GBSUP website. Virtual racing may be the
way to start too with some paddlers I spoke
to appreciating that not everyone wants to
be thrown in at the deep end, although
GBSUP do have the Challenge Tour
option. Pushing yourself alone doesn’t suit
everyone though, some preferring to be
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So on that note, keep having fun with your
paddling and the virtual racing – if you
haven’t had a go and have been inspired by
some of the paddlers in this article, there is
still plenty of time but personally, we
cannot wait to see you in 2021 for our
exciting GBSUP race series.
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BONJOURNO
from Boardin Skool
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A rough guide to
Gorleston On Sea
Words and pics: Boardin Skool
We are Jenny and Adam, the owners of ‘Boardin
Skool’, with our family of lads, Matt, Fletch, Fin
and Stanley, who are the other shareholders,
and some would say in charge.

Boardin Skool is an east coast based, dude central outfit, right on the
beach in Gorleston On Sea, Norfolk, only a stones throw from the
gateway to the famous Norfolk Broads. The area is rich in history, from
Great Yarmouth, a former large working harbour and port, to the city
centre of Norwich, with its paper mills and river systems, and of course,
Colman’s Mustard, which can still be smelt in production, on the right
wind direction.
However, more importantly, our beach HQ is set on a three-mile golden
sandy beach here in Gorleston Norfolk.
‘Boardin Skool’, (we have to spell it all the time, but we are sticking with
it) came about as a training provider for SUP, RYA windsurfing courses,
and paddlesport training in 2007. We train Instructors, coaches, and
leaders, in sheltered water and coastal environments, across the
country, working with NGB providers, to create quality instructors for
the outdoor industry.
In the east, we felt SUP boarding, needed a home with direction, passion
and well … someone that could drive it forward professionally, and who
loved it inside out. We Love everything boardy: chatting boards, riding,
paddling, and skating them. Our tasters and lessons are as social, as
informative and we love meeting new people.
We arrived on the beach here in Gorleston after some super helpful
support from the local hotel. The Pier Hotel supported us working from
the beach location, and we LOVE it. It’s the perfect paddle location for a
dawn patrol SUP in the morning, watching the sun rise over our great
country. We see it first, being next to the furthest easterly point. Or
blasting across the three-mile beach on a strong easterly wind.
There is a special community around the sea front, and the Norfolk
Broads, that SUP has created, from touring the vast waterways,
adventure, and overnight journeys, to racing and surfing and all from
our HQ.
27
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Ripperz Club
Saturday mornings we run our ‘Ripperz
Club’ for kids under 13, which is a sea
based education club for kids to come and
be kids. We, SUP, surf and generally
educate about the environment to
introduce the next level of SUP paddlers
and windsurfers.
I especially look forward to working for one
of them one day in the future. These ‘East
Coast Ripperz’ are great and full of beans
on a Saturday morning, and it’s a further
pleasure to work with my son Matty, who is
a massive help – he’s cooler than me too.
The ‘Ripperz’ learn about tides, sea states,
flags, and the weather. This coupled with
strong support from the RNLI lifeguard
team here, make this a great place to start
for them.

With shifting sand bars, the surf is never
consistent, However in our secret spot
known to the locals as the ‘Rocket Spur’, we
do get some amazing waves on a good
northerly swell, especially at low tide at the
north end of the beach. The south end of
the beach lends itself to a shorter, steeper
break that works best on a S/W wind, with a
good northerly swell at high tide.
One of the best bits we have is the number
of Wind Cat boats, that transport teams to
the wind farms (there is even an app). This
creates some perfect waves, as the boats
arrive in the harbour, but short lived, so it’s
a bit hectic. If its not working here it’s
never a massive issue, as Cromer is only a
short drive around the coast and the waves
there are the most consistent in the
county. Sea Palling, East Runton, Mundsley

and Walcot are all on top of each other, so
there is always something going off, and
somewhere to surf.

Massive open water
As we are based at the top of the Broads,
we are lucky enough to have some massive
open water to blast inland on your
windsurfing kit. Or grab some me time, on
your SUP floating through the reed
marshes, that we are surrounded by. The
rise of the foil on some of the many
manmade open broads has the space and
grin factor needed.
Oulton Broad which is just on the Suffolk
border, is becoming a great place to start
foiling, before you head out to one of our
many beaches stretched across this
easterly coastline. ‘Boardin Skool’ runs all
its taster lessons between Norwich and
Oulton Broad. Oulton Broad, which is based
on the edge of Lowestoft and the Norfolk
Broads, has the advantage of strong winds
for Foiling on a windy day and an amazing
sunset on a non-windy day, this makes it a
fantastic venue for beginners, adventures,
racing and general falling in.
‘Boardin Skool’ is proud to offer tasters,
lessons, coaching, leading and advice, as
well as our NEW shop for 2020, which is now
open and selling everything SUP and
windsurf, from safety kit to the best looking
boards we can find, and that’s right for you.
Fact is we love it, and love people lovin’
it. Follow us @boardinskool or get in
touch at for any local advice, tides and
info on the area.
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GETTING YOUR KIDS STARTED IN…
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Kids that love water, and are gung-ho, are
not likely to be much interested in any
sort of ‘lesson’ at first. They’re going to
want to just jump on the board and go, so
don’t worry too much about what’s the
right way and wrong way to do things.

PADDLE BOARDING
WORDS BY CORRAN ADDISON
If your kids are anything like mine, it probably
won’t take much to get them interested in trying out
paddle boarding. In fact, my son was three the first
time I put him on a board. While this is unusually
young, most definitely by the age of about five
there is no reason not to take your kid out.
All kids are different, and you need to keep this in mind. While in my case,
getting my son out on a board was the simplest thing, some kids are far
more weary and may even dislike of have fears of water. So you need to
tailor what you do, and how you do it, to suit your kid.
In the case of my son, when we started paddle boarding, he could not
swim. In fact, even now, at six years old, his ability to swim without a life
jacket is poor. We don’t have a pool, so practicing is harder for us. As such,
having a good life jacket is critical. If there is one place not to skimp on
cost, it’s here. A good life jacket is the single most important piece of
equipment, and you need to be clear on this. Even if your kid is a good
swimmer, this still remains paramount.
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them confidence. If they have their own
paddle, even if their understanding on how
to use it is limited, they’re still going to
try, while you do the actual work.

Whether your kid is a go-getter, or more
reserved, unless they’re approaching 10 or
so, you have to keep it a game. Yeah, for
about 15 minutes it might be about
actually paddle boarding, but chances are
it’s more about playing in the water,
climbing on the board and jumping off,
kicking the board away and swimming
after it, and so on.

You’ll find very quickly, however, that most
kids are going to want to paddle their own
board. This does present somewhat of a
problem, as there are very few kids boards
out there, and putting your kid on a 10’6” x
32” board is the equivalent to you paddling
a 16’ x 40” wide board. No fun at all!

So play this game with them. If you think
you’re going to put your kid on a board
and then go hammer out some reps, I have
some news for you…

Often, smaller sized surf SUP shapes can
work, but these are usually quite expensive,
so unless you already have one for yourself
that your kid can use, while you take
something bigger, you’re going to end up
shopping around for one.

Most people of course start off with their
kid with them on a board together, and
this will fly at first, but it’s not going to
last. It’s perfect for introducing your kid to
paddle boarding, getting them on the
water, and if they’re really young, giving
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boarders. While there is most certainly a
performance loss compared to a well
designed, profiled composite SUP, unless
you’re trying to do cardio laps, or
marathon paddles, they honestly work
perfectly well at an even cruising speed,
and have the advantage of being quite
light, fairly strong and roll up into a bag.

paddle boarding, so I went out and had
some made, but this has likely changed
now and you can probably find a number
of brands making scale model boards.

Springboard

As I already said, don’t kid yourself into
thinking that you can just throw them
onto your board and call it a day. Sure, it’ll
work at first, but they’re going to get
frustrated, as you would if you were on a
massive barge, and probably end up losing
interest. So if you’re passionate about
paddle boarding and hope your kid will be
too, then you need to just cough up the
money for appropriate sized gear.

Most likely you’re looking for something
under eight-foot and under 25 inches wide
and not more than four inches thick for
most pre-teen kids.

These same attributes apply even more to
kids, who will most likely also want to use
the board as an on-water springboard, are
going to be leaping about, and the ‘softer’
construction of an inflatable is going to offer
more opportunities for fun, and less change
of getting hurt when one of those leaps
lands sideways on the deck or board rail.I
was unable to find any correctly sized at
the time my son started getting into
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Now, let’s look at
some do’s and
don’ts…

what to do – it distracts from any fears, and
empowers the kid to be ‘teaching’ and
‘looking after’ rather than being the
intimidated beginner..

First of all, and I cannot say this enough;
keep it fun. This isn’t about you. It’s about
your kid’s experience. If you make it about
you, then most likely the end result is going
to be just you, paddling alone.

One thing you do not want to do, is get testy
when the kids are dilly dallying on shore,
mucking about of not conforming to ‘your’
timetable. Again, this is not about you. If
they’re having fun standing next to a
paddleboard, throwing sticks in the water,
then let them. If they have a good time,
they’ll want to go back, even if you never
actually put onto the water. They’re still
associate the pleasant experience with
paddle boarding.

Kids that love water, and are enthusiastic,
are not likely to be much interested in any
sort of ‘lesson’ at first. They’re going to want
to just jump on the board and go, so don’t
worry too much about what’s the right way
and wrong way to do things. Show them
how to hold the paddle before you get to the
water, so you have their attention, and once
at the water about all you’ll have time for is
to get them to stand with their feet side by
side before they take off.
You’ll have to give them pointers one at a
time, as needed, over time. Most of the time
kids are quick learners and they’ll just figure
it out on their own.

Of course, with older kids approaching 10 or
more, this is different, but at this stage
you’re essentially treating your kid much
like you would an adult, with a more
watchful eye.

However, some kids are more reserved and
are going to want you right there with them
for emotional support. Usually, they’re less
intuitive with things like this and are more
likely to sit and listen as you explain things
to them. Start off kneeling, or sitting on the
board, and just slowly float out. Chit chat.
Take a ball or something and pass it back
and forth, or their favourite figurine. The
two of you can then ‘teach’ the figurine

Which brings me back to safety. You’re over
water, and things can go wrong very quickly.
Constantly check the life jacket is secure
and tight – almost uncomfortably tight. You
only need to be distracted for a few seconds
and a kid with an ill-fitting jacket falls in
and sinks. I usually suggest one parent per
kid as a ratio, so your undivided attention is
on one kid, and one kid only (until they’re
approaching 10).
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You also want to prepare for the weather. If
it’s windy, wear a leash so boards can’t
blow away. If you live somewhere where
the weather changes dramatically very
quickly, take a wind breaker and some
energy snacks in a waterproof bag. This
isn’t an expedition, but being prepared for
changing conditions is always a good idea.

But I also do this by teaching him safety.
Before putting on we always both say,
“Safety first,” and I let him check my jacket
on me as I check his so he feels like this is
something we all do for each other. When
his mother is with us ,I tell him he has to
make sure she’s safe at all times – it’s
empowering for him.

Even if you’ve been going out a lot
together and both of you are feeling
comfortable, as I am with my son in his
third season at six years old, I still keep an
eagle eye on him. I don’t let him paddle
away from me any further than I can reach
in 5-6 seconds. I’m constantly doing visual
checks on his life jacket, but I do it on the
sly – I do not want him to know I’m being
overly cautions in case he interprets that
as ‘anxious’ – they’ll read you in a snap.

Paddle boarding is a pretty easy sport to
learn, so I’m not getting into any specifics
here on skills. Really this is about your
attitude off and on the water, and how to
approach getting started in a way that’s
going to most interest your kid, while
being (excessively) safe.
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Brendon Prince
(Above Water) – SUP Safety Week 2020
Words and pics: Brendon Prince
SUP Safety Week 2020 was organised by Above Water, a charity
operated by Brendon Prince who observed SUP’s popularity surge,
post-lockdown. With so many newbies coming into stand up, with
little to no prior water experience, Brendon decided a knowledge
hub was needed to help inform and educate. We caught up with BP
to find out how the week went.
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Tell us about your background…

some manufacturers/shops/SUP schools
went above and beyond putting some
quality, essential material together. All the
content from the week (all five days) is on
the Above Water website under SUP Safety
Week. This has proved to be a great success
with hundreds of those new to SUP
thanking us for the resources all in one
place. Grab a cuppa and have a look! Link to
day one: https://abovewater.org/pages/supsafety-week-day-1-24th-june

Sea water enthusiast through open water
swimming and anything with a board,
paddle or both, beach lifeguard, water
safety crusader and educationalist, blessed
with an awesome water loving family in
Devon. Teacher of PE and Head of Outdoor
Education for the past 25 years at Torquay
Boys Grammar School, Chairman of Torbay
surf Life Saving Club and founder of the
charity Above Water. Brought my first SUP
in 2006, a 10ft Circle One and have loved to
paddle ever since. I now have eight boards
and paddle every day in south Devon.

What’s been the biggest thing
you’ve noticed whilst SUP
Safety Week was up and
running – did the general
paddling public engage?

What prompted you to launch
SUP Safety Week 2020?
Within my charity work, I had been
investigating SUP sales in the UK to
promote more water safety through
manufacturers. I was amazed to find out
that 10,000 boards were being sold
weekly. The effects of lockdown, accessible
board prices and a desire to ‘get out’, had
all contributed to this massive spike in SUP
sales. Consequently, I conducted a SUP
safety survey on a south Devon Beach over
three days and was horrified by the results.

We experienced over 50,000 engagements
on social media, 3,000 hits on the website
each day and almost 1,000
emails. Apologies if we haven’t responded
to your email yet. The response was off the
scale and we feel it struck a chord with the
SUP community.

How do you think new paddlers
are best reached with regard to
safety info and such?
Especially when some don’t
consider SUP to be a sport…

SUP Safety Week was fast
tracked to this year – why?

Our SUP safety survey highlighted that
67% of paddlers didn’t know what they
were doing on a SUP, 72% were beginners,
65% have never had a lesson (31% have
had a lesson with a mate) and 55% don’t
even think they need a lesson. The problem
is and this was obvious in SUP Safety Week,
a great proportion of new paddlers don’t
even realise there is a need to learn how to
paddle and stay safe. Consequently, they
are not in social media groups or open to
finding more out about SUP. The only way
to get this group engaged is at the point of
sale. Highlight the need for lessons (even
offer vouchers for discounted lessons) when
a new board is purchased.

The results from the SUP safety survey were
so worrying we had to get on with SUP
Safety Week ASAP. Would have been great
to spend more time building the content
for the week but our duty of care as a water
safety charity meant it was a priority to get
the message out before the next sunny
spell. Link to SUP safety survey:
https://abovewater.org/pages/sup-safetyweek-sup-safety-survey-2020

Have you had much SUP
industry support?
Yes, absolutely. Due to the quick timing not
all could put specific material together but
Teaching Water Safety in Primary Schools
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Our first fear is SUP related drowning,
second is so many new SUP paddlers
getting into trouble through lack of
experience/knowledge, they become a
drain on our emergency services and third
that SUP starts to gain bad press where
resentment is formed against SUP from
other water-based activities.

Are you seeing more paddlers
on sunnier days?
Totally weather dependant, sunny warm
evening last week and I counted 62 SUPs on
the water at one small beach, you could have
run the length of the beach across the decks
of each SUP! The following five days, wet and
a bit windy and I only saw a hand full.

Do you think ramping up the
advice and being proactive
during these periods should be
done by the SUP industry?
This form of campaign can be expensive
and will probably miss those most in
need. If advice/lessons were given at the
point of sale with incentives to participate
(vouchers for lesson etc) then we would
have an all year comprehensive approach
to water safety education in SUP.

If you had to put a % on new
participants in your area, what
would that be for 2020 so far?
In our survey we found:
Beginner 72%
Intermediate 19%
Advanced 9%

Got a number for national new
SUP recruits?

Surfing Biarritz
area

Well, SUP sales were averaging 10,000 a
week (these figures are from the SUP
manufacturers that would give us an
answer, two large manufacturers wouldn’t
tell us so probably more than 10,000) for
10 weeks that we monitored. That’s
100,000 boards of which 72% are
beginners. 72,000 new paddlers in 10
weeks, that’s about the capacity of the
Principality Stadium in Wales!

What further work will you be
doing to educate and inform
paddlers going afloat?
We are currently working on a range of
online resources so watch this space and
we also produce daily messages for water
safety so follow us on Instagram/
Facebook/Twitter. Our YouTube channel is
a great resource for water safety so go
ahead and subscribe.

Tell us about Above Water and
what the charity does?
Above Water is the water safety through
education charity (No. 1174593). Using
qualified teachers who are also beach
lifeguards to train teachers, pupils,
parents and the general public in water
safety and drowning prevention. We
actively promote safe water activity for
health, fitness and well-being. Believing
that education is the most fundamental
way put a STOP to accidental drowning on
this island nation. All Above Water
educational visits and training is FREE,
there should be NO obstacles to teaching
water safety.

What are your plans, if any, to
grow the charity?
For an island nation our understanding of
coastal and inland water safety is very
poor. The charities main aim is to ensure
all children in the UK have quality and
comprehensive water safety training
every year of their schools lives. Practical
on the water experience should also be
gained at primary and secondary school
age, SUP is a great tool for providing this
on-water experience.

How can people support
Above Water?
As with any charity, the need for financial
support is a constant but helping to
promote and publish water safety is just
as important. Sharing a post on Facebook,
retweet on twitter, spreading the water
safety message, could save a life. For ways
to donate, help please check our
website: www.abovewater.org

Instructing on a
Decoy Lake, Devon

And what about SUP Safety
Week for 2021 – how will this
grow and what can we do to
help/get involved?
We are already planning SUP Safety Week
2021, probably mid-May or early June next
year. With time, gaining content and
covering all aspects of SUP safety is the
easy bit. We really want to engage with the
various SUP controlling bodies and their
instructing schools to offer practical help
and advice. SUP safety week should be a
way to enhancing your SUP adventure!

Do you plan on doing anything
such as skills weeks and on
the ground tuition, etc?
Defiantly, this is the direction we want to
support for 2021. Practical education not
only on the water but interactive online is
essential. We need to ensure there are no
barriers to SUP water safety education
and practical experience.

Any other plans you can share
with us?
Nothing is TOP SECRET, we are all about
promoting SUP and staying safe, no
agenda, no bias. Hopefully helping the
SUP community at the same time. Check
out our website and social media pages to
follow the SUP Safety Week developments
as they unfold.

Final shouts, thanks and
praise?
Shout out to all those that contributed to
SUP Safety Week 2020 and all those that
wished us well, get in contact if you would
like to be part of the SUP Safety Week
community for 2021.
brendon@abovewater.org
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HIGH
PERFORMANCE

OCEAN
NECESSITIES

COFFEE TABLE

PONO

OHANA

KAIMANA

GUN

MANUA KEA

2020 COLLECTION NOW AVAILABLE
Packages include full carbon fixed paddle, fins, leash and board bag. Prices start at £ 750
Sizes range from: 7’0” x 23” x 3 1/2“ to 14’0” x 24” x 51/8“

hyprhawaii.co.uk
+44 (0)1202 091868

RACE

British Canoeing membership…
More than just a licence fee
British Canoeing exists
because of our members,
volunteers, clubs, centres,
coaches and providers,
which we place at the heart
of everything we do. Our
purpose has always been to
create a paddling
community that inspires
individuals to pursue a
passion for all forms of
paddling; for health,
enjoyment, friendship,
challenge and
achievement. Here’s a
flavour of some of the
great areas of work and
projects membership
money contributes
towards…

Did you know?
Being a member of British Canoeing
you get 23% discount off SUP Mag UK
subscription

#ClearAccessClearWaters

paddling locations you’ll never be without
somewhere to explore. Plus, there’s the ability
to find your nearest centre or club, search for
disability paddling provision, or track down
beginner and improver course providers.

We’ve always prided ourselves on being able
to offer the most extensive and affordable
waterways licence, allowing our members
the ability to access 4,500km of managed
waterways across England. Plus the money
generated from licences enables waterway
authorities to maintain and protect our
beautiful waterways, ensuring they are kept
clean and safe for us and future generations
to enjoy!

Discover your next adventure:
www.gopaddling.info

#ShePaddles
With more and more females participating
in paddlesport our #ShePaddles project has
never been more important to us.
#ShePaddles is all about creating a
welcoming and supportive environment at
every level within paddlesport to ensure
females have the means and opportunities
to get where they want to be in the sport.

However, we recognise this represents a
tiny fraction of the 70,671km of inland
water resources and that is why we’re
spearheading a campaign for fair, shared
and sustainable open access for all.
The success our
#ClearAccessClearWaters campaign is
largely thanks to our members being
responsible custodians for ensuring the
paddling community is seen as a means to
protecting these environments. British
Canoeing continues to look at ways to
support vital conservation projects and
pollution awareness campaigns along with
helping members coordinate various
waterway cleanups.

Member bonuses
With our community growing and being
seen as acting in a responsible way, we’ve
managed to forge excellent relationships
with various organisations to provide you
with some fantastic member bonuses…
l
A Waterways licence – to paddle on over
4,500km of waterways in England
l
Public Liability Insurance - providing
you with £10 million civil liability cover
l
20% off at Cotswold Outdoors, Snow &
Rock and Runnersneed
l
10% off at Dryrobe and Halfords
l
23% off SUP Mag UK!
l
Plus many more!

Go Paddling
Our Go Paddling website is a one stop shop
for anyone looking to get involved in
paddlesport! Here you’ll find an array of
inspirational articles, top tips and useful
hints for SUPing, canoeing and kayaking.

So THANK YOU to our amazing members
for making all this and much more
possible! To be part of the biggest
paddling community in the UK visit
www.britishcanoeing.org.uk today!

Go Paddling makes finding somewhere to
paddle easy! With over 140 paddling trails
and an interactive PaddlePoints mapping
resource that helps you find and share
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Words: Elaine Farquharson
Dorset Sports Physio, Dorset SUP Coaching and Guiding
If I had to pick one joint that was very important to a SUP paddler, I would say it has to
be the shoulder – it is one of the most common injuries through paddling. In surf or
white water, there are more reports of dislocation, whilst in racing and touring the
micro trauma often leads to rotator cuff tears and tendinitis. In this article I hope to
give you some understanding of the joint, along with some tactics, and techniques to
help keep it healthy.

Photos: Elaine Farqharson & Peter Tranter

SHOULDER

HEALTH
in paddling

Our shoulders are the most mobile joints in our
bodies. They move through all three planes of
motion in any combination to give us extreme
possibilities of function. This ball and socket
joint sacrifices its stability to be able to do this
for us. This means the ball shaped humerus
articulates with a very shallow socket formed
by our shoulder blades.

Clavicle
Coracoid process
Acromion

It has ligaments providing static stability stopping
dislocation but these are much less dominant and a
lot weaker than other joints making it more
vulnerable to injury. Luckily the shoulder has a
clever dynamic group of muscles called the rotator
cuff, which when strong keep the ball in the socket,
whilst still allowing and co-ordinating movement.

Glenoid cavity

Scapula

Neutral
scapula

Humerus
Posture and dynamic movement is very
complicated in the shoulder but I will try to simplify
it for you. The shoulder blade is suspended on the
chest wall by muscles. Correct muscle balance
keeps the blade in neutral and hence the socket is
in a happy alignment for pain free arm movement.
Tight pecs and weakness at the back of the
shoulder blade tends to round the posture causing
winging. This changes the shoulder joint alignment.
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Avoid over reach

Avoid locking arms and legs

Equally the shoulder joint itself needs a
healthy alignment from the rotator cuff
muscles. If they are out of balance we get
laxity and hyper mobility or stiffness and
altered movement mechanics. All of which
changes the ball’s trajectory in the socket
causing problems, which could weaken its
stability, or cause miscrotrauma to the bone
and tendons, creating long term structural
degeneration or soft tissue changes. We
want to try to prevent this as much as
possible to keep our shoulder strong,
healthy and pain free.

Avoid crossing midline

Can you imagine the diversity and variation
in paddling styles and techniques out there,
and how varied our shoulders are generally,
let alone the complexity of paddling itself.
My top tip is if you are comfortable and
happy then leave well alone but if you
fatigue, have pain, want to improve your PB,
or you have a bad habit out there in the surf
that makes your shoulder vulnerable, then
you may want to play around with your
technique. What I present is what the
science knows but it is not always gospel, as
there is a lot out there we don’t yet
understand within SUP..

So in science principles we break down human movement into three planes of motion forward and backward (Sagittal plane), side to
side (frontal plane) and rotation (transverse plane).

HORIZONTAL

FRONTAL

SAGITTAL

When we think of the forward paddle stroke we break it down in to the catch, power phase,
exit and recovery.
Catch

At the catch we reach forward to take our stroke, we want to try to gain as much reach without rounding and protraction the
shoulder girdle. The coracoid processes (see diagram) should stay the same distance apart.
Imagine you are wearing a tie or a necklace that you are super proud of so that the chest stays open so you don’t over reach. You can
improve reach in other ways like using your legs to squat, trunk rotation, adopting a surf stance and weight transfer onto the lead
foot, or bending the top arm to allow a more dramatic paddle angle. You can also change the paddle length as too short and you will
round more as in this photo of me in the early days. Equally if you are constantly using your legs a lot as in surfing then shorter can
be better.
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Power phase
Power phase is when we engage the bigger powerful
muscles of the shoulder to create momentum against
the water. A way to reduce strain on them is to use
the legs and trunk muscles more and vary the
technique by switching around the muscle groups we
use the most. Keeping the arms straight and legs
rigid as in this picture puts a lot of strain on the
shoulders. Try slightly changing the paddle lower
hand position too as it will change the pull and angle
of fatigue on longer distance races or tours.
This phase is also the most risky for the back of the
shoulder and the collar bone joints, especially if we
haven’t controlled the shoulder in the horizontal plane.
If we allow the arm to come across the midline of the
body instead of using trunk rotation, there will be too
much force on the back of the shoulder plus the
ligaments at the collar bone will be loaded at their most
vulnerable range. This is particularly challenged in cross
board paddle strokes. Try to think of yourself as a
dancer with a frame – no spaghetti arms please, save
that for dirty dancing!
As we continue through the pull we unwind the trunk
but the shoulder girdle should keep moving through the
sagittal plane with the elbow flexing into the waist. If
we allow the elbow to stick out to the side, we then start
to cause vulnerability in the front of the shoulder
causing the ball to translate forward in the socket and
hence creating over stretch and potential impingement.
If the paddle is too long or we don’t pop the blade in the
water properly, then we end up shrugging, which loads
more strain on the collar bone joints and neck. We also
end up shrugging if our blade size is too big, as we are
subconsciously trying to reduce the load during the
pull. This is either through fatigue or a lack of strength
in the shoulder. Consider starting with a smaller blade
whilst you’re building up your endurance.

Exit

Exit and recovery

At the exit we need to ensure we remove the
paddle unloaded before it travels past the feet,
otherwise we create fatigue in the arms and
shoulder. Also the exit should cut through the
water to avoid lifting water weight and creating
more fatigue.

Recovery
Recovery can be loaded or unloaded depending
upon wind assistance. If we feather we ensure we
cut through the wind but we can also slice back up
through the water if we are trying to avoid wind or
create some stability during choppy conditions. It’s
a good habit to practice as it keeps us more in a
lower brace position for stability strokes, which are
much safer for the shoulder than higher brace
strokes, which is the most common dislocating
position in white water and surf. It also encourages
us to keep the shoulder low, which again is a safer
shoulder position than feathering high above the
water.
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Here are some general exercises for shoulder strength and stability
Shoulder girdle dissociation
Lie in the pilates rest position and practice moving the arms up and down
maintaining the frame and shoulder neutral, which means avoiding
crossing midline or pro or retracting the shoulder blades. To spice it up a
bit try balancing on a foam roller or add hand weights
3 x 10 reps.

Scapula control
On all fours with knees hip width apart and shoulder blades sucked
against the chest wall, avoid breast bone sagging and winging the
shoulder blades but do not compensate by rounding the back. Try to hold
the position for 10 seconds, if this is easy you can take a hand away or
extend one leg but try to maintain a neutral posture. Want a bit more
challenge then pop a wobble cushion under your knees or an easier
variation is to perform a mini press up against the wall.
3 x 10 reps.
Shoulder girdle proprioception
Without the added complication of balance try to practice your paddle
stroke on dry land breaking it down into the catch, powerphase, exit and
recovery. Think about the gap between the coracoid processes when you
do so, do you use trunk rotation, where is the top hand, do you push with
the top arm and pull with the bottom arm? Become more sensory aware
and correct your proprioception.
5 x 10 reps each side.

Loaded frame control
Load up a paddle or pole with theraband and maintain a static hold
avoiding loosing the frame. To challenge this more add in body rotation
but avoid slouching, protracting the shoudergirdles or allow the arm to
cross the midline into horizontal adduction.
3 x 10 10-second holds.
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Low brace balance drills
Practicing the low brace paddle stroke during balance drills can be a
useful way to ensure that you are receiving the correct support and using
a video screen can help you to see your shoulder posture is maintained in
neutral throughout the drill.
3 x 10 reps each side.

Other exercises
There are many more exercises you can perform
to strengthen the shoulder like seated rows, or
rotator cuff pulley rotations, however good
proprioception and technique will help prevent
most injuries. I hope you found this useful and
have some ideas about shoulder health in
paddling, which you can benefit from.

Elaine Farquharson
Dorset Sports Physio
Dorset SUP Coaching and Guiding
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GIRLS ON SUPS

Words: Julia Kaffka & Anja Mörk
Pics: Fanatic SUP
For more than two years now, Anja and Julia, have been travelling together as ‘Girls on
SUPs’ in Bavaria and around the globe with a following of over 28,000 people on
Instagram. Whenever they can, the inflatable boards are packed in the car and they
head for mountain lakes but not only in Bavaria are there breathtakingly beautiful
lakes – all around Austria offers stunning scenery!
There are so many beautiful lakes around Salzburg and choosing one is a difficult task. We weren't
travelling together in Austria this time, as we usually do. Julia and her boyfriend were travelling the lakes
together – Anja's board partner-in-crime was her boyfriend Christoph. We decided that each of us would
show you the one Salzkammergut hot spot that we enjoyed most.
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A TRIP TO AUSTRIA’S SALZKAMMERGUT
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Julia and her
boyfriend Rob:
Mondsee

It was not an easy decision, but in the
end I chose Mondsee. Awe-inspiring
mountains, the vivid colours of nature all
around and the blue-green water make
this lake the absolutely perfect spot for
SUP. The best thing was our camp site
directly on the lake, we had front row
seats and could hop on our SUPs any
time of the day or night for those three
days – and that is exactly what we did.

however no matter how crowded the
camping site or the beach bars get, one can
always find peace and quiet out on the lake.
We didn't have as much luck with the
weather the next two days, where Mother
Nature decided to show us everything from
sunshine, clouds and rain, to wind,
thunderstorms and hail but that is the great
thing about life in the van, parked directly
on the waterfront.

We have really fallen in love with this
outdoor life, so close to nature in our
camping van – parking directly on the water
or in the mountains. Mondsee lies in upper
Austria at the foot of the Drachenwand
Mountains, which are amazingly impressive
with their raw, steep, beautiful cliffs,
especially if you enjoy the perfect view of
the over 1,100 metres high mountaintop
from out on the lake.

Surf leggings and sweatshirts
With a constant eye on our weather apps,
we took advantage of every small break in
the rain to get out on the water, in surf
leggings and sweatshirts instead of bikinis
and shorts. The last two days we paddled
north, straight to a town called Mondsee,
along a small wooden bridge that belonged
to a golf course, past lily pads, log cabins
and tall reeds that lightly danced back and
forth in the wind.

We were lucky to have great weather that
first evening, it was really warm and the
gorgeous sunset lured us out onto the water.
The occasional strong wind blew from the
south and therefore we decided to explore
the south side of the lake and it was more
than worth it! The experience of paddling in
the soft evening sunlight with the view of
the Drachenwand and its neighbour, the
Schafberg, was absolutely priceless – and
we had it almost completely to ourselves.

It is exactly this closeness to nature and the
never ending exploration of new terrain, that
excites me so much about paddle boarding.
Even after paddling the same lake many
times, one can always find new and exciting
hidden corners.
Mondsee is definitely more than it seems
when driving by on the express way from
Munich to Vienna and definitely worth it to
take the exit and make a stop. Those who
have a SUP board with them will certainly
love it and most definitely return.

Even on other days, we only ever saw few
other paddlers. It is most likely more
crowded in the summer vacation months,
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Anja and her boyfriend
Christoph: Traunsee
“What a cool place!“ I do have to admit
that I find myself saying this quite often
when I visit new spots with my SUP, but I
couldn't stop myself from being overexcited when I got to Traunsee.
However, it wasn't the colour of the water
that inspired us on Traunsee, this lake was
just what our adventurer souls needed.
We were also travelling in our van and we
camped at a gathering place for all sorts of
water sport athletes. Kitesurfer, windsurfers
and stand up paddlers, all sat together on

the shore in the evenings. Even a few hikers
and climbers joined in, with every one of
them hoping for perfect weather conditions
on the next day.

1,700-metre high rock face, falls almost
vertically into the water directly before us.
From down there, we could only imagine
what good climbers those guys from last
night must be if this rough giant was their
goal for that day. We thankfully thought to
ourselves, “Good that it is them and not
us!“ As we glided onto the mirror-like
surface of the lake.

A glass of wine combined with a view over
the entire length of the 12km lake – made
everything just perfect. Then it was time for
bed in the van, because our mission was:
sunrise! That meant getting up at shortly
after 04.00 the next morning: Why does the
sun always have to rise so damn early? Oh
well, that's the way it is.

The magic of sunrises
We gained access to the lake over a
stairway that led us through a gate made
of trees and branches that couldn't have
been painted more beautifully. There was
nobody there besides us – that is the true
magic of sunrises. We glided along,

We found a perfect parking space, pumped
up the boards and there they were: the first
warm sun rays carefully streaming over the
huge Traunstein Mountain. The almost
51
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sometimes not speaking for minutes at a
time, because it was so quiet. We paddled
south in the direction of a peninsula near
Traunkirchen, that seems to have been
taken directly out of a fairy tale.
The Maria Krönung Church sits peacefully
high atop the steep cliffs and some meters
above it is the Johannesberg chapel.
Beautiful! The perfect post card picture.
Making sure we stay fit, a strong headwind
blew against our faces as we paddled the
way back. We reached the comfort and
safety of our van and then it is the
windsurfer’s turn to explore the beautiful
lake. Traunsee – the lake of your dreams!

Stay SUP safe…

RNLI
BE AWARE OF THE RISKS
Words: RNLI regional water safety expert Nick Ayers
Pics: RNLI
Stand-up paddleboarding (SUP) has arguably never been more
popular as people look for activities to enjoy in the postlockdown era of social distancing.
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Whether you choose an inflatable or solid board, it
can be hugely enjoyable. However, as the RNLI’s
regional water safety expert Nick Ayers explains, as
with any water-based activity, you need to be aware
of the risks, whatever your ability and experience.
“We are seeing an explosion of interest in stand-up
paddle boarding nationwide, especially since the
easing of lockdown,” said Nick.
“Many shops have sold out of boards and are struggling
to keep up with demand, which means there are more
people than ever out on the water on their
paddleboards, many for the very first time.
“Our lifeboat crews and lifeguards have been busy this
summer with a number of emergency calls to incidents
involving SUPs.
“There are lots of things that people can do to keep
themselves safe but probably the most important
things we would stress are to wear a personal flotation
device, carry a phone or other means of calling for help
if you get into trouble and try to use beaches that have
RNLI lifeguards on them.
“It doesn’t matter whether you are a beginner or far
more experienced, the sea can catch you out in the blink
of an eye and what started out as a bit of fun can
quickly turn into a potentially life-threatening situation.
“We want people to enjoy their time on the water,
whatever they choose to do, and SUP is a great sport to
take up. We just urge everyone to be aware or the risks
before they go out.
“If you do get into trouble or spot anyone else in need of
emergency help, always call 999 and ask for the
Coastguard.”

RNLI safety tips:
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•

Wear a leash and hold onto your board if you get
into trouble – it will help you float.
Carry a means of calling for help on your person.
Try to choose a lifeguarded beach and make sure
you launch and recover between the black and
white chequered flags.
Tell someone else where you’re going and when
you’ll be back – they can raise the alarm if you are
overdue.
Check the weather forecast, tide times and avoid
offshore winds.
Wear a personal floatation device and suitable
clothing.
Try to paddle with someone else.
If you or anyone else gets into trouble call 999 and
ask for the Coastguard.

For more information:
https://rnli.org/safety/choose-youractivity/stand-up-paddle-boarding
List of lifeguarded beaches: https://rnli.org/
find-my-nearest/lifeguarded-beaches
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Get On The Water’s

Behind the brand

Gareth Stevenson

Interview: SUPM
Pics: Get On The Water
For this issue’s Behind the Brand feature we
talk to Gareth Stevenson from Get On The
Water UK. We find out more about the Welsh
based SUP Co. who not only provide multiactivity tuition they also deal with JOBE SUP
and Blackfish Paddles.
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Tell us about your history – how did the company come about?
We’ve been passionate and active in different watersports for over 30 years – swimming,
surfing, windsurfing, wakeboard and SUP. We managed to get planning for a full size
wakeboard cable park in Cardiff and we were approached by some brands to stock their
equipment at the site. Unfortunately, the cable park didn’t come about – but we continued
our relationship with the brands and started selling on line. We now work with over 50 of
the industry leading brands.

Got any fond memories of your time stand up paddling so far?
Too many to list! We paddled a multi-day journey along the Canal-De-Midi in France from
Toulouse to the Mediterranean. We’ve stayed on a converted mine sweeper in the
Norwegian fjords and SUP’d each day out in to the fjords from the boat. We’ve paddled a lot
of the Ibiza coast, raced on rivers in Portugal, raced in the gruelling Indian Arm 32km
challenge in Canada and had plenty of great SUP adventures here in the Wales and the UK.
We’ve also taught hundreds of people of all ages to SUP – and it’s great to see people
having so much fun and progressing quickly with SUP.
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How did working with JOBE
and Blackfish come about?
Jobe were the first company to contact us
for the wakepark. We then started
working with the full watersports range
and frequently travel out to Jobe HQ to
make sure we have all the information
and knowledge to make us Jobe
specialists.
Blackfish Paddles were suggested to me
by a good friend and we started paddling
with their carbon SUP paddles. We liked
them so much we signed up to be their UK
and European distributors. Blackfish are
based in Canada and the paddles are
produced in our own factory in Thailand.
We’ve been out to Canada and have a great
relationship with the team at Blackfish.

What’s been key to your
success within SUP?
We are passionate about SUP. We are all SUP
coaches with Water Skills Academy and we
paddle in many different disciplines:
adventure, race, wave and downwind. We
make sure we know our products inside out
and try and make sure that the customer is
well informed and is buying the correct
equipment for their activity.

We also run SUP Cardiff which is a social
SUP club for all abilities of SUP paddlers
to meet other paddlers and get on the
water every week.

In terms of change, how’s the
sport moved on? Is it easier to
sell SUP gear nowadays? And
how has COVID impacted the
business?
The technology used to build the boards
has changed from single to double to
heat bonded technology. This has
resulted in great quality boards and
equipment. There are now more people in
SUP and a lot of them are spreading out
into the different SUP disciplines, which is
great too. This has resulted in more sales
of boards and equipment across the full
range as opposed to just people new to
the sport. COVID was a worry for us, we
didn’t know how it would affect
everyone’s freedom to move around and
access the water. Once lockdown eased,
the UK went SUP crazy and we have had a
very busy season so far. We are still
waiting to start teaching again as the
centre we use in Cardiff is still closed –
but we hope we’ll get a chance soon to
welcome more people to SUP.

“Once lockdown eased,
the UK went SUP crazy
and we have had a very
busy season so far.”
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What’s the plan for the rest of
2020 – global health issues
allowing? Which areas will you
focus on the most?
We are now working with a SUP race group in
Cardiff and it will be great to train with the
guys there. We are now working with SIC and
are out testing their boards, so we can’t wait to
get more downwinding and surfing this
summer, and having a go at foiling. Once we
are able we will start teaching again and
welcoming SUP paddlers to our social sessions
in Cardiff Bay.

Tell us about how you’re
developing Get On The Water
moving forwards.
Get On The Water stock equipment for SUP,
surfing, wakeboarding, watersking, kayaking
and boating. We are coaches with Water Skills
Academy, British Waterski and Wakeboard
and the RYA. We are aiming to continue
developing Get On The Water to provide
equipment for everyone who want to ‘Get On
The Water’ and to be able to offer coaching
and instruction in all of our exciting sports
and activities.

www.getonthewater.co.uk

Any final thoughts on SUP, JOBE
or Blackfish Paddles
We look forward to seeing SUP develop
further in the UK and Europe and to be a
part of it. Jobe continue to build and supply
great SUP equipment and we are very
excited to now also be working with SIC and
the team. Blackfish are producing high
quality carbon paddles for all disciplines of
SUP and we love paddling them!
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Me old mate Harry

OLD HARRY

ROCKS
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Words: Andy Hill-Parker
Pics: Howard Shepherd and Carl Draper
For us paddle boarders, the stretch of coast in south Dorset otherwise known as
‘The Jurassic Coast’, offers many interesting paddles. From Exmouth in Devon
to Studland Bay in Dorset, the 96 miles of coastline is home to many spots
such as Lulworth Cove, Durdle Door and Kimmeridge Bay to name but a few.
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The most famous of all spots along the
coast is a chalk formation of a stack
and stump otherwise known as ‘Old
Harry and his wife’. Commonly known
as Old Harry's Rocks, the formation lies
at the southern tip of Studland Bay and
is easily visible from the beaches that
make up the bay. If you want more info
on geology, etc. then Wiki is the place
to go, my purpose here is to write about
a trip out to Old Harry.

Starting point
The best beach to launch from is South
Beach, you can park next to the Bankes
Arms pub. It's a short walk down the main
road then turn left and follow the path to
the water. It's a picturesque walk with large
ferns reminiscent of a time when large
reptiles ruled the earth. As you arrive at
the water's edge you'll see the famous
rocks in front of you.
Ideally you'll want a day with no wind and
swell, if there is a bit of head wind then keep
close to the cliffs and you should find a bit
of shelter. The paddle out to the rocks at a
leisurely pace takes around 20 minutes. The
water can be crystal clear in some places
and can be quite shallow, (which stops the
noisy jet skiers from getting too close)
depending on how close to the cliffs you
get.
As you start to get closer to the rocks, it's
safer making yourself visible to the walkers
above, as I've had a few narrow misses with
rocks that have been thrown. Once you
arrive at the first pebbled beach it's worth
going ashore and checking out the other
side which is exposed to the open ocean.

Wildly different
The conditions on the other side can be
wildly different, if there's any swell it can
reflect off the rocks causing quite a bit of
choppy water. There are a few ways to get
round to the other side. If the tide is right
and you are confident enough you can
paddle through the two tunnels that are
right in front of you.
Alternatively you can paddle around the
last stack of the group (Old Haz himself) or
between him and the penultimate stack.
Keep an eye out for submerged rocks. If
you do opt for paddling around Old Harry
then watch out for the rip current that
flows around the rocks when the tide
changes from high to low. There is a lot of
water in Studland Bay trying to empty
itself into the English Channel, so proceed
with a bit of caution.
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Once round the other side there is a lot to
have a look at. There's a few pebbled
beaches which you can land on, one of
which is in a cave. If you paddle towards
Swanage bay with the land on your right
side there are some large stacks that you
can paddle around. Keeping closer to Old
Harry there are two other tunnels/archways
you can paddle through that are marked in
red on the photo on the right.
These are all tide dependent so are worth a
look before you commit to them. The one
on the right side on the photo has a large
shelf of rock that looks deeper than it is
and can be the undoing of a seasoned
paddler. The archway on the far left of the
photo is passable on most levels of the tide
and has a pebble beach that is relatively
easy to land on.

Safety
Safety wise a VHF radio is a good idea but
don't be put off if you don't have one.
Mobile phone signal works there on most
service providers. Also the place is so
popular that you are bound to be around
many other fans of being on something
that floats on water. It's easy to spend a

day out there and there are plenty of
places to sit and have a picnic.
I've taken my son out to Old Harry when he
was three years old ,so it's definitely a
family friendly paddle. Amenities wise,
there is a little shack on South Beach that
serves snacks and a variety of drinks. The
Bankes Arms has a very large beer garden
(ideal in these COVID times) that overlooks
Studland Bay and is an ideal place to
reward yourself with a drink.

To sum up
trip out to Old Harry is a very rewarding
one, you get to see and experience things
that the walkers above don't. It can be a
relatively easy paddle if the conditions are
right. As in all places by the sea the
conditions can change very quickly. If
you're planning a trip out there it's worth
keeping an eye on weather reports and
swell forecasts, both easily viewed on the
many apps we can have at our fingers.
If you're new to all of this then there is one
simple rule, if in doubt don't paddle out!
Safe paddling, and maybe see you out
there one day.

https://goo.gl/maps/rE9nYnsGZQsLgQ5K9
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GLIDE
INFLATABLE
PFD
You want peace of mind on the water
but don’t want a bulky buoyancy
aid. The Glide sits comfortably out
of the way and inﬂates instantly
when you need it – just pull the cord.
100 Newtons of buoyancy hidden
away in a waist belt.

Fundraiser from

CUMBRIA
SUPs the Ohio River to raise
money for Diabetes UK
Words: David Triggs & Adrian Angell
Pics: Jerry Schulte & Victoria Vidal
Adrian Angell, who grew up in the Cumbrian coastal village of
Seascale before relocating to Cincinnati, Ohio, for work
purposes, took nine and a half hours to complete his latest
paddle boarding challenge. Previously, he has paddle boarded
across the English Channel and from Fort William to Inverness,
raising vital funds for Diabetes UK each time.
Adrian originally intended to fly back to the UK in June so he could
paddleboard each of the major lakes in the Lake District, clocking 100
miles along the way to raise money.

However, the Covid-19 outbreak has meant that Adrian, 54, must remain in the
United States for the time being – so instead he paddled 50 miles along the
Ohio River on June 20th. The Ohio River is 981 miles long, starting at the
confluence of the Allegheny and the Monongahela Rivers in Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania, and ending in Cairo, Illinois, where it flows into the Mississippi
River. Adrian still intends to complete the Lake District challenge, when it is
safe to do so and when travel restrictions have been eased.
Adrian tried SUP for the first time after a couple of windless days on a
windsurfing trip to the Outer Banks of North Carolina in 2007 and was
immediately hooked. “I quickly realized some of the great things about paddle
boarding are that you can do it anywhere there is water, you can chose the level
of challenge for yourself, and with the right gear it can be a year round sport.”
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Quickblade Paddles
Through his involvement in local races he
developed an interest in longer distance
paddling. Jim Terrell of Quickblade
Paddles is from the Cincinnati area, and in
June 2012 held clinics at the first SUP race
on the Ohio River in Cincinnati. “I showed
up with my surfboard style board and
after looking around at the logos I quickly
realized that if I wanted to be competitive
I needed a proper race board and a
Quickblade paddle!” Adrian paddled the
Maui to Molokai race route in 2014, and
has been a regular participant in the
Chattajack 31-mile race.
Adrian took on his first paddle boarding
challenge for Diabetes UK in 2018
following a suggestion by his niece
Megan, 24, of Derby. “It really was all my
niece’s idea,” he explained. Megan said,
“You like paddleboarding. You should
paddle across the English Channel and
raise money for Diabetes UK.” I was like,
“Yeah OK, I’ll do that!”
Adrian started the Ohio River paddle just
after 06.00 on the morning of Saturday,
June 20th, leaving the Moscow, Ohio, boat
ramp and paddling for 50 miles, through
Cincinnati, until he reached Lawrenceburg,
Indiana. He was followed by his friend

Jerry Schulte in a support boat, making
sure he was safe by keeping an eye out for
the commercial and leisure boat traffic.
Jerry said, “I’ve known Adrian for a few
years now and nothing that he does
surprises me, especially on a paddle
board.” Adrian carried a GPS tracker so
that friends and family, both in Cincinnati
and the UK, could follow his progress live.

my toughest challenges. I had a good
start with calm waters and shade. Later
the heat of the day, headwind and rougher
water from wind and boat wakes made the
second half of the paddle hard work.”
Adrian said that by the time he reached
the 50-mile finish line in Lawrenceburg,
Indiana, “Everything hurt!”
After a brief rest, Adrian paddled two more
miles to a local boat ramp where his friends
were waiting with some celebratory drinks.
“Upon reflection, even though the distance
of the fundraiser I paddled last year as part
of the 57-mile Great Glen Challenge race
was further, I had several breaks on land,
which helped a lot to periodically use
different muscles and relieve the stress on
my body.”

Front of the draft
Some friends also joined to paddle with
Adrian from miles 24 to 41. “It was great to
see friendly faces and to feel the support
along the way.” Adrian said he made a
point to always be at the front of any draft
train that developed. “It was tempting to
draft, but since I was paddling for a
challenge, and people were donating
money based on the difficulty of what I
was doing, I couldn’t have drafted and had
a clear conscience.”

Diabetes UK
He added, “My motivation for all this is to
raise money for Diabetes UK and get
exposure for the charity. They do great
work, including a lot of research into
diabetes, and are a huge support for
people living with diabetes in the UK.”

For the challenge, Adrian used a Starboard
AllStar 14’x24.5” and a Quickblade V-Drive
91 paddle. “The AllStar was a great choice,
with enough stability to get me through
the chop later in the day without spending
too much energy balancing.”

Adrian, who has raised thousands of
pounds for Diabetes UK since 2018, added,
“Diabetes UK is a great cause. The charity
carries out pioneering, world-class research

Adrian, who was featured on local TV news
channels in America, said, “It was one of
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and the impact of that research can improve
the lives of people all over the globe. Some
of that research has already benefited
Megan, with better treatments and
technologies available to help her live well.”
Adrian’s affinity with outdoor sports
started when he was growing up in
Cumbria. His parents were keen climbers
and mountaineers. He started water sports
in the 1980s, training as a windsurfing
instructor before moving into SUP in 2007.
He has been living in the United States,
where he works as a chemical engineer,
since 1995.
He said, “I would like to thank everyone
who came out along the route to cheer me
on or sent messages of encouragement,
and those who have supported Diabetes UK
with donations online.”
Adrian has so far raised more than £1,000.
You can sponsor him here:

Above: The finish

www.justgiving.com/fundraising/adrianangell3
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Tuned
Words: Simon Hutchinson
Photos: Sarah Hutchinson,
Nick Robinson, Sian Sykes,
James Appleton (Cal Major),
SUP Garbage Man
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in!

It was exciting to be involved in
spreading the word and increasing the
love of such a new sport. We recorded 20
episodes in our first season and spoke
to some great guests including Kai
Lenny, Dave Cornthwaite and John
Hibbard from Red. We covered a
mix of subjects including racing,
exploration and brands, and
included some practical episodes
geared towards new paddlers, or
people wanting to try a different
flavour of paddling.

Back in 2015, Nick and I got
together to create the world’s
first SUP podcast, SUPfm, with
the aim of giving stand-up
paddlers some inspiration and
connection with fellow paddlers
while they commuted to work
and dreamt about their next
session on the water.

Since 2015 we’ve had loads of
people asking us when season
two was coming; we’d
always wanted to get
back to it when the time
was right and the arrival of
lockdown gave us our
opportunity.
It took one quick Skype call between
Nick and myself to get things back on
the road, and we hit the ground running.
Picking it up in lockdown had the added
advantage that guests were even easier
to book, because everyone was home
and available.
We’ve kept the same mix in season two,
with world-leading racers alongside
adventurers, industry supremos and
everyday paddlers, who have great
stories to tell, as well as some practical
episodes and how-to’s.
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engaging and grounded. In the days up to
publishing the episode with Cal, we probably got
the most follower engagement we’ve ever had, as
she clearly inspires a heap of people, both inside
and outside the SUP community.
To complete her journey as the first ever person to
SUP from Land’s End to John O Groats was just a
staggering achievement and to maintain that level
of mental strength over such a long period of time
was seriously impressive. Equally important is her
role talking about mental health and her efforts to
clean up the waters through ‘Paddle Against Plastic’
which just adds to her legend in my eyes.
Andy Bartlett is one of life’s entertaining speakers
and I could listen to him all day. He’s had a number of
incredible adventures, but covering 3,000 km down
the Danube was a stand-out crazy achievement and
despite some hairy moments at the start, he dug in
and reached the Black Sea from his starting point in
Germany, having had some heart-warming
experiences as well as several tough ones.

Nick
Season two
This season we’ve seen our core audience in the
USA and Europe expand into Canada, Australia and
the Far East, so there’s clearly a huge worldwide SUP
revolution going on.
We’d noticed plenty of changes in the sport since
our first season, with a huge increase in women’s
participation, as well as an increasing
environmental responsibility and focus, from both
brands and paddlers. And there’s obviously been a
phenomenal increase, especially this year, in the
numbers of people discovering the joys of paddle
boarding for the first time!
This season we’ve interviewed our share of elite SUP
racers, including Fiona Wylde, April Zilg, the winner
of the Maui 2 Oahu, James Casey and we’ve also
been particularly lucky to talk to a selection of
inspirational women, with awesome stories and
major achievements.

Stand-out guests

Andy’s also got the best ‘first time I ever paddle
boarded’ story, which involved paddling in and
around the USS Intrepid aircraft carrier, moored on
the Hudson River, in New York City.
Simon: It’s really difficult to pull out favourites,
because connecting with every guest is always one
of the highlights and privileges of doing the show,
but I’d have to say that Sian Sykes was a stand-out
guest for me. We talked a lot about her
circumnavigation around Wales and the beauty of
the wildlife she encountered versus the volumes of
plastic she also came across.
Her story about having to rapidly paddle out of an
unexpectedly soon-to-be-live firing range and her
close encounters with massive ships were a couple
of the more extreme experiences she had in the
Bristol Channel.
Sian used the trip to highlight the work of Surfers
against Sewage, in combatting the threat of marine
plastics and is working with the Welsh Government
to improve environmental protections.

Nick: It’s a tough one, but the two guests who
made the greatest impression on me were probably
Cal Major and Andy Bartlett.

Simon

Cal is just an awesome role model, who you just
can’t fail to be impressed by. She proves that you
can be both gritty and driven, while still being

To complete her journey as
the first ever person to SUP
from Land’s End to John O
Groats was just a staggering
achievement
71
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SUP Garbage Man
I’ve also got to say I really enjoyed chatting
with Joe, the ex-California surfer who
converted to SUP and now paddles the
Potomac River under the alias of SUP
Garbage Man.

He’s got some really impactful photography,
capturing an unusual mix of zen sunsets,
serene nature and the flow of the water…
along with his paddleboard loaded with
great piles of nasty trash.

Joe’s daily therapy is paddling on his
outsized paddleboard, on a stretch of the
river downstream from Washington DC. He’s
a great storyteller and he inspires others to
do their own clean-ups, by sharing his
experience of clearing the frightening levels
of trash that get snarled up on the banks of
the river… and the sometimes bizarre items
he finds, including a Styrofoam pumpkin, a
vial of blood and a 9-foot aluminium ladder.

As we write this, we’re still recording
episodes for Season Two, with lots more
exciting people to talk to. This is a passion
for us, because we love the sport and are
committed to building the strength of the
SUP tribe.
If there’s someone that you’d really like to
hear from, then let us know and we’ll see
what we can do.
All episodes from both seasons are available
for FREE on www.supfm.show or you can
subscribe on Apple and Google Podcasts,
Spotify, Stitcher, or anywhere you get your
podcast entertainment.
We’d like to take this opportunity to wish all
our guests a huge Mahalo for joining us!
And a special thank you to Alex Thornhill of
XT SUP, who’s supported us throughout.
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Blackfish Paddles
Passion. Quality. Performance
High Quality, Hand Crafted
Carbon SUP Paddles

We design, manufacture & distribute
high quality, handcrafted SUP
paddles.All our blades and handles
are handcrafted in our factory in
Thailand using the highest quality
materials. Our manufacturing
processes ensure your paddle will
not only look great but will provide
an exceptional paddling experience.
www.blackfishpaddles.com www.getonthewater.co.uk/blackfish
Distributed in the UK and Europe by UK Watersports Ltd blackfish@ukwatersportsltd.co.uk

Robson, Zegul and Tahe Marine products are distributed in the UK and Ireland by Lyon Equipment - www.lyon.co.uk
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British airways

SUPM guide

to SUP and foiling

Words and pics: SUPM
Stand up paddle boarding has always been a
diverse beast. Right from the get go any
paddler with board and blade has been
(mostly) free to put in at any stretch of water
they fancied. Whilst specialist gear has always
been available one SUP and paddle is
generally all you’ve needed to make use of
multiple scenarios. Surfing, racing, white
water river paddling, windSUP and touring –
it’s an extensive list.
Of late there’s been even more
diversity added to stand up paddle
boarding. So much so that’s it’s not
accurate to label SUP: stand up paddle.
Yet, by and large, it’s still a stand up
paddle board that’s the base for all
these new found new found ways of
riding, most notably with a hydrofoil
connected.

History
Foiling isn’t new. Mad scientist types
have been dabbling with foils since the
late 70s/early 80s. Possibly even
before. Windsurf boards were the
chosen vehicles for these first flying
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forays (usually). As soon as it was
discovered that standard fins
generated lift a hydrofoil was
considered to be the next step.
Whilst it certainly worked foils were
heavy – like, extremely so – to the
point where, combined with technical
expertise needed to pilot early
versions, hydrofoils were left to the
real small minority. Fast forward to the
modern day and hydrofoil technology
has improved no end. Lighter weights,
better technology and materials plus
improved manufacturing techniques
have all combined to make foiling
much more mass appeal.
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What is a hydrofoil?

Wings

A hydrofoil is pretty much the same design as an aeroplane, only
designed to lift riders when propelled through water as opposed
to through the air. A foil is made up of component parts; foil mast
(the upright), fuselage (the elongated strut), front wing and rear
stabiliser (stab).

Stand up paddle boarding, windsurfing, kitesurfing and surfing
have all enjoyed synergy in the past, yet always been their own
stand alone disciplines. With the explosion of wing foiling/surfing
wings in 2019 these disciplines were brought ever closer
together. Coupled with a foil and the lines become more blurred.

Foils come in all shapes and sizes and are designed with many
different purposes. Some are good for learning whilst others are
great for speed. A large percentage offer super early lift for
making use of extremely minimal swell and/or wind with others
being good jumping and tricks. Most hydrofoil companies have
equipment that’s modular with interchangeable parts. Being able
to chop and change all bits means tuning is almost infinite and
different foiling disciplines can be accommodated at will. There’s
a foiling set up that’s perfect for you, your style and way of riding
out there – it’s just a case of finding it.

A sort of melding of a string less, inflatable kite, designed to be
ridden atop one of these new school foiling SUP boards that calls
on skills from paddling, windsurfing and kitesurfing (with surfing
skills thrown in should you aim to do battle with waves) wing
foiling has been touted as the most complete watersport you can
indulge in.

Foiling and SUP
Parallel rail boards were a big trend a few years ago. These short,
stubby nosed SUPs – with squared of tails and chunkier profiles –
paved the way for what we now see as modern foil sleds. The only
real difference is the even more compact shapes and wider tails.
Super short boards, with high volume and widths (relative to
overall shape) are what most foilers use. These are what’s referred
to as dedicated foil boards.
With these boards you’ll find traits such as chined rails, cut outs
in the tail and pronounced tail kick that all aid taking off. Some
boards can still be paddled in conventional SUP mode, although
once you’ve flown you may never want to go back. Such is the
addictive nature of foiling.
Hydrofoils are particularly good for lacklustre conditions, such as
light wind and slack surf. This means ability to get out and enjoy
performance riding in less than stellar conditions is now more
achievable for everyone. Plus, they open up spots that had been
discounted.
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As will hydrofoils wings have been around for years. But it wasn’t
until the benefits of pairing with a foil became apparent did
brands decide they were mass appeal. In 2020 wings have
progressed rapidly with many former paddlers using wings (and
foils) for wave riding, downwinding, touring and generally
making use of breezy days.
Wings have also been touted as a non-foiling toy and whilst this
is true – anyone can take a wing out with a SUP during breezy
spells – it’s the foiling element that holds most appeal.

SUP foil, windfoil, surf foil
But it’s not just about wings. SUP and foils are also big interest
prickers – particularly if there’s a small wave in the mix. Gutless
swells that wouldn’t be sniffed at are now prime for a bit of SUP
foil dabbling. With the right gear it’s possible to snag glides that
go on much further than if you were in stuck to the water mode.
And the frictionless efficiency of riding a hydrofoil in waves
means carves, redirects and even aerial trickery is all for the
taking once a rider has developed their skills.
Taking this a step further and surf foiling links straight in to SUP
foiling in waves. A good many stand up paddlers, who’ve
discovered SUP foiling, have reverted back to their roots of
surfing, only this time with a hydrofoil connected. The additional
manoeuvrability of foiling with a surfboard is the main reason.

compare to a few years back – is also much
better ensuring less falls or wiping out in a
more controlled fashion.

One of the biggest tips with foils is to try and demo
as many as possible. This is tricky, however, as you
need to be able to foil first.
And, of course, there’s windsurf foiling as
well. What makes a good SUP foil/wing foil
board also makes for a good windsurf foil
board. So much so that we’re seeing ‘Swiss
Army Knife’ boards that have fittings and
fixtures for multiple disciplines. It’s now
possible to SUP foil in waves, wing foil if the
breeze picks up or attach a windsurf rig and
carry on with your windy riding only in a
different mode.
With technology always advancing it’s we
can also get hold of inflatable foil boards –
some of which are really quite good. There
are a raft of new iSUP foil board designs
that have tackled the deflection (bend)
problem and seem to have won. Stay tuned
on this as we’ll be aiming to test a few of
the inflatable foil boards in future issue of
SUPM.

Types of foil
We generally refer to hydrofoils as either
high aspect or low aspect types. (You can
also include medium aspect as well). High
aspect foils are those with thinner wings
and are mostly faster where low aspect foil
wings are thicker, and fatter. Their shovel

As far as learning this should be done well
away from other water users – which ever
discipline you plump for. And as we said,
coaching will help no end if you fancy
getting involved. Safety equipment such as
impact vests and helmets are readily
available, so wear these! And don’t take
unnecessary risks. Avoid conditions that
are too full on – baby steps yield best
results.

like appearance distinguishes. These are
often slower. It should be noted, however,
that speed is relative – especially if you
consider conditions you’re using a foil are
less than perfect. Once up and foiling speed
is much greater than you’d imagine
whatever style of hydrofoil you’re riding.
With most riders falling into the
recreational freeride niche it’s the lower
aspect types, that can also generate
enormous amounts of lift at slow speeds,
which appeal. They’re also recognised as
being better for learning – although not
always.

Summing up
SUP’s diversity is so much greater these
days than it ever was – we’ve only touched
on a few elements in this article. The
addition of hydrofoils making it so. As more
and more paddlers hear the call you can bet
your bottom Dollar there’ll be more stoke.
The only thing we have to keep in mind is
foiling mightn’t be for everyone. Therefore
respecting safety needs to be kept in mind.
That said once you get a taste for flying you
might never want to go back.

One of the biggest tips with foils is to try
and demo as many as possible. This is
tricky, however, as you need to be able to
foil first. Tuition will therefore help. Then
once you have some experience you can
begin searching for your perfect flight
partner.

If you have any questions about SUP
foiling, wing foiling, windsurfing foiling or
surf foiling then let us know.

Safety
There’s a perception that foiling is
dangerous. This is, of course, true to some
extent. But then so is SUP on its own in
certain situations. Brands have tried to
eliminate margin for error like sharp edges
on their foil wings to reduce injuries. Also,
the stability of foils – at least when you
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India
Pearson
COVID CHATS WITH…

Travel presenter, SUPYoga teacher and
#ShePaddles ambassador

Interview: SUPM
Pics: India Pearson
Instagram: @with_india. Web: www.yogawithindia.co.uk
Before we start – let our readers
know a little about yourself,
background, family, etc…

book performing jobs. I had done a dance
degree at uni, so felt I ‘should’ work in the
industry and London would be the best
place for this. The busy city life and
unforgiving pressures that can be felt in the
performance industries were not for me and
after what felt like a ‘mid 20’s crisis’, I
changed my mindset and started focusing
on what fuelled my soul, instead of what felt
expected. I left London, moved to the Kent
coast, trained as a yoga teacher, found a job
with a local company as a travel presenter
and learned how to surf, skateboard and of
course SUP – phew! Finding yoga and
SUPyoga was so enlightening for me, I
found a place where I could move with the
grace and power like I did as a dancer, but
without any judgement.

Hi! I'm a travel presenter and yoga teacher
based on the Kent Coast. I grew up in Surrey,
but have always felt most at home by the sea
so now live on the coastal town of Hythe with
my boyfriend Barney and dog Merlin.

The first question is inevitable –
what have you been doing to
keep yourself sane during the
current Covid-19 crisis?
Finding new adventures close to home! I
have always loved exploring and travelling,
but the crisis has made me realise I don't
need to venture to new and exotic places to
do this. I am lucky to live between the coast
and countryside so have kept busy finding
new walks and routes on my SUP. Finding
adventures just moments from my home
has been amazing, and given me a new
found appreciation for where I live.

So where did the inspiration to
change and live in Kent come
from?
I spent most of my childhood holidays
down in Cornwall and have always felt a
connection with the sea. I knew I needed to
live by the sea but Cornwall felt too far away
from my family in Surrey, so Kent seemed
like a great option. I also already had
friends from uni who lived down this way so
that helped too!

You came to SUP later in life
after working in London - what
did you do in London?
I was working as a dancer and commercial
model, going to auditions and trying to
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So you learned to surf and
skateboard but you say more
importantly, SUP. What’s
special to you about SUP?

hoped it would encourage people to want to
look after our environment more. But sadly
I feel it is quite the opposite. As lockdown
restrictions were lifted more people started
venturing to parks and beaches and the
devastating images of litter with over
flowing bins was so sad to see. I have also
seen so many disposable masks on the
beach recently, which will end up in our
seas and cause harm to marine life – it is
very worrying.

Paddleboarding is a form of meditation for
me. Meditation is about clearing the mind, to
let go of thoughts and feel completely
present in the here and now – paddle
boarding does this so well. You are so focused
on staying on the board, becoming aware of
your breath, your body, the sounds of nature
around you, that during your time on the
board – nothing else matters.

We have all seen the recent
images of over crowded
beaches during the crisis and
the mountains of litter left
behind. What more can be done
to drive the message home?

When and why did the idea of
tackling plastic pollution first
come to mind?
As a travel presenter, I have seen the
impact tourism can have on a destination
both good and bad. In 2018 I made a film
in Cape Verde about the impact of tourism
on such a small island and it opened my
eyes to the devastating effect of plastic
pollution on an island that didn't have the
infrastructure to recycle properly. This
experience has never left me and I felt a
need to not only change my own lifestyle
choices but also encourage others to do the
same. I believe small acts can amount to
big changes, so regularly run beach cleans
at my local beach in Hythe and in June
paddle boarded the 28-mile stretch of the
Royal Military Canal, collecting litter as I
went to raise money for a ‘2-Minute Beach
Clean Board’ on Hythe Beach.

I believe in spreading the message ‘take
your rubbish home with you’, as even if
rubbish goes in the bin, it can be blown out
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Every time you go out paddling do a twominute litter pick, its so simple! You can
also join organised paddle litter picks, the
environmental organisation Plastic Patrol,
run loads of these all over the country and
they are free to join! After every event they
ask the volunteers to register the rubbish
they find into the Plastic Patrol app.
This helps to gather crucial data that would
help conduct the world’s largest survey of
inland plastic pollution that can be used to
approach brands that are causing the
pollution from the source.

I am so proud to be one of ten #ShePaddles
ambassadors for British Canoeing. Paddle
boarding has changed my life in such a
positive way, and I want to encourage other
women to do the same. My SUPYoga
classes attract mostly women, and it can
be a great introduction to SUP. The boards
are clipped to a buoy so there is no danger
of floating away and you can learn to find

To begin with I thought it would have a
positive effect, with more people spending
time walking and connecting to nature I

s

How can we as paddlers get
more involved?

What does it mean to you to be
an @ShePaddles ambassador?

What effect do you think the
Covid-19 crisis has had
regarding pollution?

83

by the wind or seagulls can get to it. As I
mentioned earlier I am a supporter of the 2Minute Beach Clean movement by a charity
called The ‘2-Minute Foundation'. Their ‘2minute beach clean stations’ do not ask you
to clean the whole beach, it doesn’t make
you feel guilty for not being able to make
every organised beach clean or for that
matter solve the entire crisis. It simply says,
“Do what you can,” two minutes on every trip
to the beach or in fact anywhere, just pick up
a few pieces. I think we need more litter pick
stations like these ones to encourage local
communities to ‘do their bit!'
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Does living outside of the big
city provide balance and selfawareness?

your balance on the board too. I love
receiving messages from women after my
lessons saying they now feel like they want
to try paddle boarding properly.

For Sure! Being able to walk on the beach
with a cuppa after a day work is the best
way to switch off.

Why do you think there’s been
an enormous influx of women
to SUP?

We know you love dogs, as do
we – do you take your dogs out
to SUP?

I have always found the world the SUP world
very welcoming, accessible and open to all
levels and abilities. Paddle boarding is a
very un-intimidating sport, as you can start
at a very gentle pace and slowly build up
your skills without feeling defeated. I think
this is a big reason there has been more
women on SUPs, and it's awesome!

Yes! I have a Jack Russell called Merlin, who
regularly comes on my SUP with me. He
quickly learned that if he leans over the
board to drink out of the canal he will fall in
– so now keeps all four paws firmly on
the board!

Anything you would do to bring
more women to the sport?

What piece of kit do you rely
upon the most?

I would like to see more paddle boarding
brands using marketing images with
women of all different shapes and sizes, to
show how accessible SUP is to everyone. I
think this would inspire so many more
women to 'have a go' if they see images
they can relate too.
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My waterproof phone case. It means I can
always take my phone with me as a safety
measure, and gives me confidence when I
am paddle boarding by myself.
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You are a yoga teacher, do you
teach on SUPs and why is that
an advantage? I love teaching
SUPYoga!
It allows you to take your yoga practice off
the mat and onto water so your SUP
becomes a floating yoga mat! Whether
you're a seasoned paddle boarder or
experienced yogi this practice gives a whole
new experience on the water as it's a fun
way to keep fit, maintain a healthy mind
and connect with nature. I have many
people attend my SUPYoga class who have
never done yoga or paddle boarding before.
I tell them we are all beginners once, this
sport is for everyone, just go at your own
pace – even if you stay on your knees and
stay attached to my board for the whole
lesson – you are still doing it! I also believe
paddle boarding can have a huge positive
impact on the mind and body.

If you could head anywhere
in the world to SUP, where
would it be and what appeals
about that location?
I would love to SUP in Norway through the
fjords and wild camp at night! The scenery
looks so dramatic!

What’s the most enjoyable
encounter with wildlife that
you’ve had whilst paddling?
I was once paddle boarding just off
Folkestone Harbour and was joined by two
seals! They were so inquisitive and wouldn’t
stop staring at me – it did feel quite
intimidating at one point!
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Any final shout outs?
I would like to give a shout out to Cadi
Lamber and Rebecca Loveatt from British
Canoeing and say thank you for all the hard
work they put into the a amazing
#ShePaddles innovation. Another shout out
goes to Jo Moseley, who inspired me to do
my litter pick paddle trip after watching her
efforts last year as she paddled and litter
picked 162 miles between the two north
coasts of England. Jo is also the person who
encouraged me to apply to be a
#ShePaddles ambassador, and for that I am
always grateful!

Are there any issue that stops
you sleeping at night?

What would we find in your
fridge right now?

The throw away culture we live in. If
something is broken, why don't we look to
fix it instead of going out to buy something
new and creating more waste for this
planet. I am big believer of the 3 ‘Rs’…
reuse, recycle, repair.

A lot of courgettes! I started a veg patch in
my garden over lockdown and am now
overwhelmed with courgettes!

If you could paddle with
anyone in the world, dead or
alive, who would it be and why?
Sir David Attenborough, he has inspired so
many of us to love and care for the planet. I
would like to say thank you to him for that,
and then listen to stories about his travels!

What do you do to relax?
Other than taking my SUP out I love
walking my dog along the beach, whilst
listening to a podcast.

As you paddle off into the
sunset, we thank you India for
your time and the very best of
luck for the future:)

If we came to your house for
dinner, what would you prepare
for us?
A vegetarian curry inspired by my trip to
Kerala in India at the start of the year. I would
make it outside in my garden over a fire – you
can't beat alfresco cooking and dining!

Who are your SUP buddies?
I love going paddling with my boyfriend
Barney, we have a campervan and love
packing up the boards and going on SUP
adventures together!
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Learn SUP in
London with
Active360
Lessons, trips, courses,
races, parties, events,
Yoga and SUP Ball. Bases
around London and offer
SUP in iconic locations
such as India, Sardinia
and the Hebrides.
info@active360.co.uk
0203 393 5360

PADDLER
The International magazine for recreational paddlers
Issue 54 Summer 2020

Coaching on canoeing,
kayaking and SUP from…
RAY GOODWIN
MIKE SHAW
ELAINE FARQUHARSON
JAMIE GREENHALGH
CHRIS BRAIN
MIKE ORNSTEIN

ezine
The Grand Canyon, USA
By Steve Childs
Spending time in Austria
By Steve Brooks
Sea kayaking Baja, Mexico
By Michael Powers

Interviews with…
CAL MAJOR
PAUL HYMAN
ALICE BEETLESTONE
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I came into contact with Andy Webb from Kent Surf
School just recently. He approached SUPM about doing
an article for the mag that we’re very grateful of. Until I
read the text below I wasn’t aware of Andy and wife
Gemma’s situation with their first and second children.
It proves once again there’s always more to someone’s
story than what people think they know. Not everyone
share straight off the bat. Thanks to Andy for telling his
story and best wishes to the rest of your family.
Tez Plavenieks
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SUP therapy with Andy Webb from

KENT

SURF
SCHOOL

Words: Andy Webb
Photos: Kent Surf School

My name is Andy Webb, everyone knows me as Shaggy, I was given that name as a beach
lifeguard and it has followed me ever since! (To be fair I did have a blue van I painted with
hibiscus flowers and had long hair and stubble on my chin).
into this world too early, he sadly didn’t survive. This
threw our entire world upside down and to be honest, this
is something I never really talked about. I was focused on
looking after my wife and giving her my full support.

My life has always revolved around the beach. I started
surfing at the age 13 years old and this led me to a
have a fun-filled childhood and led to a fair bit of
travelling and searching for the perfect wave, so it was
a dream come true when I managed to open up Kent
Surf School on Viking Bay Beach, Broadstairs, Kent.
We’re only 80 minutes from London (sorry bit of
advertising there).

As a man, I didn’t feel like I had a support network of
people who I could talk to. I guess people think it
didn’t affect me as much as my wife and all I wanted to
do was stay strong for her.

Taking on the surf school came about at a very
interesting time in my life. It coincided with my wife
Gemma expecting our first child. I was thrilled at the
prospect of becoming a dad and the timing felt right A
year before Gemma fell pregnant, I sadly lost my dad
to MRSA, he was my best friend and I was determined
to have that same strong bond with my children.

We tried for another child and were absolutely stoked
again that we had conceived! However, 22 weeks later,
just after our wedding anniversary, complications
arose again and we rushed to hospital. They managed
to prolong the pregnancy to cusp of 23 weeks and
Alana arrived into the world. We spent a lot of time in
Brighton Hospital 100 miles away from where we lived,
watching her grow from a size of a hamster to a baby.
We nearly lost her a few times, but she was a fighter.

Nineteen weeks into the pregnancy, there were some
serious complications and my son Bertie was brought
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Alana is now seven! She has complications
that she lives with daily, but she is a joy to
be around, full of energy and even helps me
down at the surf school with our second
amazing daughter Betsy, who is four now.
We honestly couldn’t be happier.

Anxiety and depression
Looking back throughout the difficult times
that we had, the waves and the ocean were
my therapy and I know for a fact that this is
true for a lot of you who are reading this.
Throughout the many years of teaching
lessons on the beach, I have talked with
people suffering from anxiety and
depression who feel exhilarated by the
experience of paddle boarding and feel
energised, free and relaxed. However, I
noticed that some people were still riding
solo and weren’t mixing with others.
I decided to take action this summer. At a
time when people were feeling even more
isolated due to COVID, I felt compelled to
offer an avenue for people to come together
(socially distanced of course) and so started
a ‘girls only’ and ‘boys only’ SUP social club.
It’s been welcomed with open arms by the
community and we’ve quickly grown our
WhatsApp groups to nearly 100! We’ve seen
a real diverse mix of people joining from
close friends, who’ve been there from the
beginning, to new locals who’ve always
been on the sidelines plus new families who
have recently moved into the area.
We had our first socially distanced quiz
night (July 27th, 2020) and raised over
£400 for the Thanet Disabled Riders Centre,
where Alana has spent many great days.
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We’ve got plenty of plans for the future and
really want to focus on giving back to the
community and offering a place for people
to meet new people and have a safe space
to be themselves.

Pop any questions to us on
social media: @kentsurfschool

What would I say to people starting SUP?
Take the plunge! There is a fantastic
community of people out there who are
willing to give advice and support you
through your journey. You’re always
welcome down to Kent Surf School, feel free
to pop in and say hi.
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SIT DOWN!

Words & pics:
Derek Pickle

Learning to ride a
wave ski with Derek Pickle
We’ve said it many times in the past that stand up paddle boarding broadens
many minds of those involved. Case in point is Derek Pickle who is not only a
keen SUPer, he’s also open enough to see what else is on offer in the world of
paddling. Here’s Derek’s experiences of learning how to pilot a wave ski.
Living on a tropical island (Grenada)
with no watersports community or
watersport culture to speak of, I have
somehow been lucky enough for the
universe to divine ways to deliver to me
weird and unusual watercraft.

locally was never an option and shipping
one from Australia or South Africa was
going to be expensive, and from experience
of importing SUPs, surfboards, and kayaks,
would undoubtedly result in the delivery of
a damaged wave ski.

A couple of years ago a 21ft high
performance carbon fibre surf ski showed
up. Nobody else in the country knew what it
was, or had any interest in it, so when its
owner was leaving, I purchased it for a
criminally low price. I’ve been given
kiteboards, kites, a wake skate and most
recently a wave ski found me.

The primary obstacle of getting any new bit
of watersports kit is with being able to
squirrel away enough money from the
Minister of Finance (wife) to pay for the new
toy along with costs of shipping and duties
associated with getting it to the island. I had
all but given up on the idea of ever getting a
wave ski… and then one showed up.

I’ve been interested in wave skis for years
but had never seen one in person. They are
completely unknown in the Caribbean and
North American surf culture and nobody
ever knows what I’m talking about if I
mention one. Although less popular than in
the past, wave skis are still apparently found
in South Africa and Australia. Buying one
s
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An abandoned wave ski
I had been visiting a friend who owns a dive
shop on the beach at a local resort. As I was
leaving, something caught my eye from
under a mountain of decades worth of
broken windsurf and Hobie Cat gear. It
looked like a plastic surfboard, but after
p
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No secondary stability

digging it out, I realized that it was indeed
an abandoned wave ski. This was
undoubtedly the only wave ski within 5,000
miles and I had to find out how to rescue it.
My friend said that he had been storing it
there for a German man for a couple years,
but that nobody had ever come by to use it.
He described the owner and as luck would
have it, I saw somebody meeting the
description at the hardware store the next
day. I asked if he would be willing to sell his
wave ski, and he replied, “You mean the kid’s
kayak?”

The wave ski as its name implies is built
specifically for waves and surfing. Because
of its shape, the wave ski surfs extremely
well, but isn’t well suited to other types of
paddling. Its short length makes it quite
slow to paddle, and its lack of any type of
storage space or tie downs make it
unsuitable for any kind of touring… there’s
not even room for a water bottle.
The wave ski is much more stable than its
cousin the surf ski which isn’t to say that it
is stable though. I have toppled over many
times in relatively flat water outside the line
up waiting for waves. The surfboard like
profile means that the wave ski has virtually
no secondary stability which would prove
challenging to beginner paddlers. Like
everything else stability comes with speed,
and once surfing, you can lean and carve
into turns without a thought to balancing.

“Yeah, yeah, the kid’s kayak,” I said, “How
much do you want for it?” For one tenth of
what shipping alone would have cost to
bring one in, I now owned a wave ski.
So what is a wave ski? And how is it different
than a surf ski? While both boats are sit-ontop kayaks of sorts, they couldn’t be more
different. My wave ski is about seven feet
long and has the rocker and profile shape of
a shortboard surfboard. The surf ski is 21ft
long and in terms of shape think of a long,
thin piece of pipe cut in half lengthways
and pointy ends added. Beyond the shape,
other differences you will immediately
notice is that the wave ski has a strap that
goes across the thighs of the rider, locking
you onto the boat, which the surf ski lacks,
and unlike the wave ski, the surf ski has foot
pedals and a rudder for steering.
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Doesn’t look as cool
I have always held the opinion that those
three wheeled motorcycle things are really
only acceptable for riders who don’t have
use of their legs, and I accept that there are
purist surfers who think that a wave ski is
only a reasonable choice for paraplegic
surfers. I also accept that sitting down and
riding waves doesn’t look as cool as
standing up… but it sure is fun! Speaking of
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bow at the bottom of a large face and
catapulted the boat in shallow water, but
have since learned to turn earlier and
sharper, and I’m now comfortable in
overhead waves and looking forward to what
hurricane season has in store.

cool, to my kids’ horror, I always wear a
helmet when I’m surfing with the wave ski.
We take off in about five-foot of water at our
local break and we are very quickly riding in
18-20 inches over reef. The helmet may not
look cool, but since I’m surfing strapped
into a boat that I am prone to flipping over, I
feel like it is a cooler look than the look of
being scalped!

The wave ski has been my go to wave riding
tool lately, as it has been very windy and
uncomfortable on the SUP. The sense of
speed, being so close to the water, the
ability to catch almost any wave and
quickly paddle back to the line up is also
very appealing. I think that I’m catching at
least twice the waves that I would on a SUP
in the same session with the wave ski.

In theory, being strapped into the boat
means that should you flip upside-down,
you can easily roll back up… in theory.
YouTube is great at teaching a lot of things
and I was confident that it could teach me
to roll my wave ski, but unfortunately it
remains one of those things that is much
harder than it looks. I can easily hold my
breath for a minute of more under water,
but upside-down strapped into a boat, time
has a way of speeding up and the instinct to
bail out quickly takes over.

I have thoroughly enjoyed learning to ride
my wave ski and am more surprised than
ever that they never really caught on with
broader appeal as a wave riding vehicle. I
suppose that the prospect of being dragged
upside down along the reef may reduce the
appeal for some, but so far it has been easy
to eject before any such problem.

On an island of 100,000 people, I am yet to
find somebody who can teach me in person
how to roll, so for the time being, every time
I flip it means bailing out. The greatest
disadvantage of not being able to roll the
wave ski is while paddling out through
breaking waves. It would be more efficient
to roll the boat upside down and let the
breaking waves pass over top like a duckdiving surfer, but for now I either bail out or
paddle the long way around.

Unwelcome
Because of the potential for an out of
control boat in the surf to injure others, I
can see how other surfers could be
unwelcoming to new wave ski riders. It is
very important to always wear a leash, and
keep a good distance from other surfers in
order to reduce the risk of the boat colliding
with others.

Catapulted the boat

The wave ski has delivered me some of my
most exciting wave riding experiences yet
and I look forward to the next toy that the
universe delivers me (hint: foil board), but I
will still not be caught on a three-wheel
motorcycle!

Learning to simply catch and ride waves on
the wave-ski was fairly simple, and anyone
with wave riding experience will be carving
down faces with ease on their first session. I
was humbled early on when I buried the
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TO U R .
D I S COV E R .

R AY A I R
11'6" × 31" / 12'6" × 32"

R AY A I R P R E M I U M
11'6" × 31" / 12'6" × 32" / 13'6" × 35"

Sleek, smooth, straight-line performance
so good, we've extended the line to three
sizes. The new 13'6" accommodates the
heavier rider and any extra baggage.
Available in two, top quality constructions
for unmatched pressure / stiffness ratio,
the maximised waterline really shines.
Your adventure is waiting.
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Catching up with…

MAYA PERSSON
Interview: Anna Nadolna
Pics: Jakob Gjerluff Ager (www.Gjerluff.com) & Emil Sergel

Yster SUP, a Swedish brand designing premium coastal paddle
boards optimized for paddling in northern conditions, have
launched the Legend-series, co-designed with the multiple
Swedish SUP champion Maya Persson. Inspired by classic
Nordic speed boards, the Legend is technically the most
advanced board in the Yster SUP quiver. We caught up with
Maya, Swedish elite SUP athlete and Yster SUP brand
ambassador to chat about the launch as she took the board
for a spin in Malmo.
Hi Maya, Congratulations to
your 2019 Swedish National
SUP Championship title! How
have you been holding up
through the global COVID-19
crisis and coping with the new
normal?
Like everyone else, I have been affected
with the crisis, losing jobs and stuff. But
since being pregnant during this time
things have been a bit weird when it comes
to hospital visits and parental groups. But
we live in a pretty isolated area so skiing in
the mountains or SUP on a lake have been
perfect pandemic activities.
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How did you discover the sport
of SUP?
Back in 2012 I was kite surfing on the west
coast of Sweden and the shop owner where I
got my gear from started importing SUP
boards and he convinced me to try it out and
to start competing. I was hooked right away.

Could you tell us about your
collaboration with Yster SUP and
being the brand’s ambassador?
The Swedish SUP community has always
been a tight group and Per Vallbo has always
been a familiar face. He is a nerd in the best
way you can think of and I’ve seen his boards
evolve each year. So when we decided to
work together and he asked me to go for a
more race-type of board kind of board we
both knew we were in it for the long run. I
was honoured to be asked because he
thought I was a good racer.
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Shaping a legend… What’s the
story behind this new race board
design?
It’s such a privilege to be able to be a part of
the shaping process of a board and also so
much fun. We started with the naked carbon
2019 design because I fell in love with that
board and then we have been in long
discussions about how I wanted it to feel. I
might sound flimsy but that’s how we work
and Per’s hard job was to translate opinions
into the board. Not an easy work for him
since I’m not a shaper. It’s good thing he is
an awesome one!

SUP racing… What is the SUP
scene like in Sweden?
Sweden is a small country to start with and a
cold one! So the sport grows pretty slow
because during long periods of the year we
have ice on lakes and the ocean. But even if
the community is small, it’s the one with full

Challenge had the same cool vibe of people
living together and eating together - like a
festival going on for days. We did the first
loop all together and it was amazing with all
the people on the water. Casper and the
crew did an amazing job in creating a stoke
around the race! I paddled the Yster Naked
Carbon 2019. It was during that race that I
fell in love with the board and my whole
relay team ended up using the board
throughout the race.

of passion. And SUP is fast becoming more
mainstream now with all the cheap
inflatable boards. Not what I would
recommend to paddle on but I’m really
stoked that the sport is growing.

Baby boy
We’re delighted to report that
Maya had a baby boy on July
30th. Both Maya and baby are
doing very nicely.
A future competitor for Casper
maybe?

With Casper Steinfath, the
World Champion and one of the
coolest SUP dudes on the
planet, behind the idea, the
Midsummer Viking Challenge
has earned its own hype…What
was your experience from this
unique crossing? What board
did you use for this challenge?

Paddleboarding in Sweden…
and what are your top locations
to paddle?
Paddleboarding in Sweden is such a
different experience depending on where
you go. From small mountain lakes in the
north to pretty good surf on the west and
south coast. My top locations to paddle are
Varberg on the west coast, where I love the
scenery and the possibility to catch a wave
or two. Another favourite is Klarälven, which
can give you an extra push if you’re lucky
with the currents. However, the best paddles
I have experienced in Sweden are always
with a friend (or 20)!

My experience was good all over! Both
Casper and I did the SUP 11 City Tour
before. I felt that Midsummer Viking

Any predictions on how the
sport will develop/change in the
new normal circumstances?
I think SUP, as well as other sports that you
can do on your home turf like skiing,
running and other activities, where you can
experience nature, will grow because of the
pandemic.

We thank you Maya for your
time and the very best of luck to
you and your son for the future:)
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Surf SUP Allrounder WindSUP YogaSUP
£579.00

£599.00

£649.00

£629.00

8'6"x30"x4"
Weight-9KG
Volume-123lt
9'x30"x4"
Weight-9.4KG
Volume-130lt

10'x31"x4.5"
Weight-11KG
Volume-175lt
10'6"x31.5"x4.5"
Weight-12KG
Volume-186lt
11'x31"x4.5"
Weight-13KG
Volume-198lt

10'x31"x4.5"
Weight-11KG
Volume-175lt
10'6"x31.5"x4.5"
Weight-12KG
Volume-186lt
11'x31"x4.5"
Weight-13KG
Volume-198lt

10'x31"x4.5"
Weight-11KG
Volume-175lt
10'6"x31.5"x4.5"
Weight-12KG
Volume-186lt
11'x31"x4.5"
Weight-13KG
Volume-198lt

http://www.neptunesups.com

Cruiser Full Carbon
£799.00
Race

11'x30.5"x6"
£1250.00
Weight-15.5KG
Length-12’6” & 14’
Volume-230lt
Width-25”& 23”
12'6"x31"x6"
Depth to 8.5”
Weight-16.5KG
Weight-10.5 & 11.5kg
Volume-247lt
Volume-275 & 300L
www.facebook.com/Neptunesups
https://twitter.com/neptunesups
www.instagram.com/neptunesups/

SUP Mag UK’s test station. If you want
your product reviewed and think it will be
of interest to SUPers
Email: tezwoz1@hotmail.co.uk

b o a r d s

Gear shed

Pics: SUPM
One of the biggest criticisms of SUP foil/wing foil boards is their
inaccessibility. Whilst those who can would describe sleds with less
than 120L volume and 30” width easy, those who can’t (or rather,
who don’t have experience) would say that’s not the case.

Price:
599 Euro

s h e d : h a r d

Info:

kg ie t a r

On the water Gong’s 6’9 has plenty of buoyancy
and stability for heavier riders and/or nervous
newbie foilers. It paddles admirably
in a straight line, although this is
a sub-7’ sled so a degree of yaw
is to be expected. The Zuma
forgives dodgy foot technique
and remains compliant.

Bang it! –
Gong Zuma Wood 6’9 x 31” x 140L

www.gonggalaxy.com/en/product/go
ng-sup-zuma-100-foilwood-2x/

Take off in SUP foil mode is as
low stress as you can get with
the Zuma. It doesn’t buck and
remains composed allowing
paddlers to lift onto foil and deal
with being elevated. In time
riders may favour something
more reactive, although we didn’t
find the Zuma to be anything less
than engaging.

France based, long time SUP brand Gong are
getting people involved – and in the most costeffective way possible. It’s no surprise there’s a
surge of interest in Gong SUP/wingfoil
products. Those looking towards SUP
flight disciplines can do so via the
Francais company’s wares with relative
ease and minimal dents to bank
balances. Gong’s Zuma range is one
that pricks interest, and with the
inclusion of even more affordable
wood versions, reviewed here, their
popularity looks set to continue.

In wing mode it’s super stable
whilst you clamber into position.
Even with heavy chop and flotsam
in the mix riders will have time to
get sorted. Once up it’ll plod along
merrily until you engage the foil.
As with many specific platforms it
works from the tail, rather than
gliding up to speed. So familiarity
with foil pumping will need to be
acquired. In the air it’s an almost
invisible board. It stays rock
steady allowing 100% focus on
controlling the wing. Through
transitions its manners are
impeccable – all you have to do is
work on your technique.

After a fairly long lead time the
Zuma 6’9 landed to much
anticipation. The biggest of the
Zuma range it’s a 140L x 31”
platform that should be kind to
newbs. Having unpacked the finish is
top shelf, with all fixtures and fittings
in place. The Zuma’s foil track box has
a gauge to help with foil placement –
a nice addition – and three spongey
footstraps round it all out.

CONCLUSION
It goes without saying Gong’s
Zuma 6’9 is one of the most
affordable SUP/wing foil
boards on the market. The
wood version looks great and
on the water allows all those
foiling tricks of the trade to be
learnt. Progressing flyers may
want something more nimble
soon enough, although there’s
no real need as the Zuma
delivers plenty of smiles for
all levels. For a first SUPM
review board from Gong it
couldn’t have been a much
better experience.
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Light life –
O’Shea 12’6 x 32” x 320L GTS HPX

Once at the put in it’s simply a case of
chucking on the water and away you
go. Rigidity is certainly top drawer with
all deflection being slightly behind
where paddlers stand. It tracks well
and glides smoothly. If there’s breeze
in affect you may need a few
additional strokes to keep it on track
due to the light weight nature of the
board and it therefore being a tad
more susceptible to being blown
about. That said with concentration
and the hammer down it knifes
through chop efficiently and gets the
job done.

Price:
£899

Info:
https://osheasup.com/oshe
a-gts-hpx-inflatable-sup/

For anyone into racing you’ll be
pleasantly surprised by how much
vroom the GTS has. It responds well to
propulsion without any loss of speed
between strokes. But it’s not all
technically aloof, instead the 12’6 has

CONCLUSION
Another example of a quality
inflatable stand up paddle
board that’ll elevate your SUP
sessions no end. O’Shea
always deliver the goods and
we’re big fans of their
products here at SUPM. The
12’6 GTS is super light yet
remains a performance piece
of paddling kit that any SUPer
will appreciate. Whether
you’re off on a touring
mission or thinking of
entering your first race –
inland or coastal – O’Shea’s
GTS HPX will take you there.
And the HPX pump is
awesome to boot!
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plenty of unlockable performance for the
layman paddler who simply wants to
cover ground with as little hassle as
possible.
Manoeuvres, when you need to chuck
them in, such as pivot turns are
doable with the GTS forgiving of
dodgy foot work. It levels off easily
and doesn’t tend to buck like some,
thereby throwing riders in the drink.
As such it’s not a bad tutor for
anyone looking to improve.
We should acknowledge the awesome
three setting double chamber HPX
pump that came supplied. We’ve
actually reviewed this separately in
another issue but it’s worthy of mention
again – it’s that good. And makes light
work of inflating. There’s nothing like
having the correct tools for the job, which
the HPX pump most certainly is.

s h e d : i n f l a t a b l e s

Pics: SUPM
In a long line of O’Shea inflatable SUP tests the 12’6 GTS, HPX
constructed, latest is yet another example of a premium air board
from the (now) iconic yellow brand. HPX constriction is billed as
being the lightest (20% lighter in fact) and stiffest technology you
can buy. There’s no question that for a 12’6 sled it’s incredibly
feather weight. There’s simply no issue with carting it about,
whoever you are.

kg ie t a r

s h e d : i n f l a t a b l e s

Homegrown speed –
McConks Go Race V 14’ x 27” x 360L
Pics: SUPM
Straight off the bat and we were sceptical about the fin box.
Before even getting to the Go Race itself it’s unusual. We’ve seen
complete fin boxes held in place by air pressure before but
McConks’ comes in two bits, secured by a Velcro strap.
Additional security (in theory) is then via the board’s PSI.
Having pumped the board up it certainly sticks in place. We
tried to make it budge with force but it didn’t.

Price:
£1100

Info:
https://mcconks.com/shop/
inflatable-sup-stand-uppaddle/race-sup/2020preorder-mcconks-go-racev-14/

flotsam there’s no question about its
glide characteristics. Tracking is also
tip top. You can stroke less and the
Go Race’s momentum carries
through. Hammer down and it
responds equally. We found this is
one of those boards that likes to be
railed. This is technique learned
but if you can heel over on to an
edge and still keep accurate trim
then you further reduce the board’s
wetted surface thereby eliminating
even more drag. That then
translates to efficiency and further
speed gains.

And now the rest of the board…Without
doubt this is one of techiest iSUPs we’ve
tested. For a start displacement has been
optimised via the hull’s V for improved
glide. Then you have twin carbon stringers
running the board’s length for additional
rigidity. The aforementioned removable fin
box sits flush in the tail so reduces drag.
It’s also guaranteed up to 28PSI so you
can ram LOTS of air in which also improves
overall stiffness. Finally there’s a hard
release rubber edge (used on other
McConks boards to good effect) that
reduces flex. A bunch of handles dot the
deck and there are two areas with bungee
for stowing essentials. Personally we’d
remove this if racing so as to aid laminar
flow aerodynamics across the deck.

The supplied fin works fin but we’d
suggest swapping this out for
something even more performance
orientated. If you’re taking racing
seriously then you may as well tune all
your gear. Relaxed paddlers need not
apply, however.
Finally the Go Race accommodates
paddlers up to 120kg. This is great news
as far too often performance SUPs are
more centred on average build paddlers.
Therefore if you’re of larger build you’ll be
well served here.

So how does it stack up in terms of speed?
Very good we have to say. Knifing through

CONCLUSION
This is probably the fastest
iSUP of type we’ve tested. Its
14’ length plus optimised
elements of carbon stringers,
nose V and reduced drag fin
box combine to give a rapid
ride. The true test of this will
be in a race of course. For us,
however, it made for a quick
machine across various water
states that translates to fun.
After all, nobody wants their
steed to be too pedestrian! For
a homegrown UK brand such
as McConks the future’s
bright with products like the
14’ Go Race.
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Pics: SUPM
Since lockdown restrictions were lifted it’s no secret stand up
paddle boarding has been enjoying a considerable surge in
popularity. Bluefin are one of those brands whose products are
seemingly everywhere – made all the more obvious by the brand’s
bold product aesthetic. Bluefin by name blue fin by nature!

Price:
£699

Info:
https://bluefinsupboards.c
om/paddle-board/

Manufactured using the brand’s Exo
Surface Laminate Technology the
Cruise 12 features ultra tough UV
proof PVC decking with super dense
Dropstitch. In theory, and according
to BF themselves, you should be
able to throw all you can at the
Cruise 12 and have no issues.
During testing we experienced
simply idyllic weather. There’s nothing quite
like gliding effortlessly across unruffled water.
It certainly gives chance to analyse how a

CONCLUSION
Bluefin do deliver the goods
with their Cruise 12’. The
additional length, and drawn
out nose, make it a more
efficient iSUP than the 10’8
for instance. It’s an easy to
set up and use product that
has a nice look and feel on the
water. For most types of SUPer
it’ll accommodate, only
halting at the most high
performance ends of SUP’s
spectrum. As a recreation
paddling toy it ticks the boxes
for a fun summer of SUP and
beyond.
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The Smart Lock fin system and
hold fast. It’s a 2+1 removable
system allowing for tuning if
needs be. We found that removing
the two side bites aided speed
because of reducing drag. This
isn’t anything reflective of
Bluefin’s design, it’s something
you’ll find with any kind of stand
up paddle board. For additional
control have all fin in their boxes.
Whether you’re fancying a bit of a
SUP sojourn, some family fun
paddling, where you may have a
passenger, of meandering along
your chosen stretch of water
Bluefin’s Cruise 12’ does exactly
that: cruise easy making your whole SUP
experience as effortless as possible.

s h e d : i n f l a t a b l e s

The Cruise 12’ comes as a nifty package that
encompasses everything you need
to get you afloat (including a kayak
conversion kit). Blue (and white)
iSUP, blue paddle, blue pump, blue
fins (obviously), blue least and blue
waterproof phone pouch and
aforementioned seat. All in it’s a
neat little set up that’s appealing in
many ways.

board’s momentum and tracking hold up. For
Bluefin’s Cruise 12’ it holds up well. There’s a
moderate amount of nose rocker that allows
clearance of any flotsam, should it
materialise. Whereas the wide squared off tail
helps hold the rider up, in conjunction with
further stability around the mid-section.
Deflection, as minimal as it is, sits a little
behind where paddlers pilot so there’s no
unwanted banana effect going on.

kg ie t a r

Into the blue –
Blueﬁn Cruise 12’ x 32” x 6”

Ride Y –
Zeeko Ypsilon 6m foil wing
trailing edge of the wing’s canopy will also be
tight making for more efficiency.

kg ie t a r

s h e d : a c c e s s o r i e s

We know French brand Zeeko very well. In the past we’ve reviewed
the brand’s windsurf hydrofoil offerings for our sister magazine
Windsurfing UK. When we learned Zeeko were going to be designing
and producing their own wing range we had to get hold of one.

Price:
889 Euro

Info:
http://zeekokites.com/gb/all-theproducts/503-ypsilonv1.html#/couleurwing_v1_c01/harness_lineno/surface-6m

Zeeko’s 6m wing is certainly light. We actually
have the brand’s monstrous 8m (to be
reviewed at a later date) and compared to that
this is feather weight.
Carrying to the water’s
edge it’s also
noticeable that there’s
not too much roll. One
of the criticisms of
wings with too much
dihedral is during
luffing, where riders
hold the wing neutral
when wave riding, is
roll and instability. Even before we hit the
water it was nice to be aware of this.

Zeeko owner Nicolas
has his own ways of
doing things that’s for
sure. It’s therefore no
surprise Zeeko’s
Ypsilon wing foil wing
is slightly different to
others on the market.
Look closely and you’ll
see why. The
horizontal strut that
riders hold onto splits away into a Y shape
before joining the leading edge bladder. This,
according to Zeeko, adds rigidity to the wing’s
canopy and allows handles to be optimised to
just three.

Getting going is easy enough. Zeeko’s Ypsilon
isn’t the gruntiest of wings. But it isn’t devoid of
power either. We used in 15-18 knots with a big
hydrofoil front wing and would lift efficiently
when gusts hit. It’s pretty quick as well, slipping
through the air with minimal flutter.

Inflating is simple enough. It’s a standard
method of pushing air into a bladder located
valve. This filters through the Y shaped strut,
which gives the wing its name: the Ypsilon.
PSI needs to be 5-6 PSI but we’d
recommended 6. The harder and more air
filled the leading edge is the more
aerodynamic the wing will be. Plus, the

Transitions are fine. The only thing we spotted
is the front handles located on the Y a little far
back so riders need throw the wing right over
their head as the tack or gybe. All in though
Zeeko’s Ypsilon is pretty effortless to use.

CONCLUSION
The Y shape at the front of
Zeeko’s Ypsilon certainly
seems to do the trick of adding
rigidity. It reacts positively to
gusts and helps riders lift on
foil efficiently. Once up riders
can back right off the gas only
needing to tug with the back
hand every once in a while to
keep to power up. Luffing back
downwind and/or whilst riding
swells is fun with the Ypsilon
6m. It doesn’t roll and remains
dependable for when you need
a spurt of surge. And for those
who fancy using a harness you
can do so with an optimised
fixing point. Check it out as an
alternative to other wings on
the market.
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Perfect fit –
Palm Paw shoes
https://palmequipmenteurope.com
By Dale Mears
I have worn a pair of Palm Paw shoes for quite a while, these
have always been my go to shoe for kayaking and moderate
weather SUP, so an opportunity to try the newer design was
always going to be a treat.

w w w. a q u a i n c - g l o b a l . c o m /

So how much can one tell you about a paddling shoe? You would
be surprised.
Let’s talk fit. I found the fit of these a touch on the smaller size
due to the thermal insulated neoprene. A size 10 was a good fit
for me as I’d say my feet range from 9.5-10. The boots feel
really supportive and hug the contours of your foot shape. The
velcro strap also pulls the bridge of the sole up nicely, which
from a SUP point of view gives excellent contact with the board.
The velcro is quick and easy to adjust and well bonded into the
rubber sole, so no risk of coming loose or breaking. The design
is mid-height and sits just above the ankles. There are two
orange webbing loops to pull the shoe both on the front and
back of the ankle.
There is plenty of re-enforcement and the heel, toe and top of
the foot are really protected, which will prevent rubbing and
prevent damage to the neoprene making these boots last longer.
The sole is the selling point for me. Some wetsuit boots and
boating shoes can over-complicate the sole and go to town on
texture but this takes away that feeling of contact you have with
your board. The Paw has a simple diamond texture relying on
contact rather than exaggerated grip, more like a climbing shoe.

First up the Delta is your classic touring fin with an amount of
upright, moderate rake and weed shedding leading edge. Affix this
to a more pointy nose style board (touring) and it lends a certain
degree of additional stability with improved tracking. It’s also
efficient through pivot turns and fairly quick to boot.

On the paddleboard, I had excellent grip to the EVA deck and felt
every move, which is what I want from a shoe. That feeling of
bare feet but with the warmth and protection a shoe offers.

The Theta’s dolphin style fin is a good one for anyone into
manoeuvre orientated, open water stand up paddling such as
downwind bump hunting. It certainly aids tracking and glide
whilst offering a fair amount of grip yet remains loose should
you want to cut back and cross fade into steeper sections of
rolling swell. Riders who surf their touring/race SUP will also
find favour with it.

CONCLUSION
Normally when reviewing gear I am looking at the pros and cons,
for these the pros are easy. The grippy sole offers plenty of contact
with feel, a good quality build and re-enforcement in many places.
The price at £39.95 may put some off but you should consider that
looked after, you will get 3-4 seasons out of them. Most people
would happily pay £10 a year to look after their feet. I think I wore
my last Paw shoes for about five seasons! All in all a great product
and one worth the investment. These will be so good for anyone
kayaking, canoeing or SUP boarding in all seasons.

Aqua’s Alpha fin is the most aggressive looking of them all with a
rapid looking profile that fits flat water scenarios perfectly. It has
the least amount of drag and whilst tracking and glide are great
with it in the box it doesn’t really offer any additional stability.
This is for experienced paddlers who want a quality fin that’ll help
when looking to smoke the opposition – in weedy environments or
across clear waterways.

Price: £39.95
https://palmequipmenteurope.com/product/paw-0

CONCLUSION
All in Aqua Inc have a solid range of high performance SUP fins
manufactured to a high carbon spec. Whilst less experienced
paddlers won’t understand just how a decent fin can improve their
SUP’s performance (we’d recommended trying different types so
you get this knowledge though) those with the knowledge will
appreciate the benefits of skegs such as this. Having a few
different types in your toy box is always worth it so as to
maximise whatever conditions you’re faced with. In fact, why not
go the whole hog and stump up for the lot that way you’ll be sure
to get the most out of whatever Momma Nature bowls your way.
Price: £849
www.aquainc-global.com/
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Aqua Inc’s new
range of high
performance
carbon fins – the
Theta, Delta and
Alpha – are
poised to turn
your (mainly)
race or touring
SUP into
something more
supersonic.
Looking fine in
carbon livery
with simple
graphics the
shapes of the
fins aren’t new
sporting tried
and tested designs. This isn’t to take away anything from
them as a well configured/shaped fin can transform even the
lamest of SUP from something mediocre to something
special.

kg ie t a r

Fin up! –
Aqua Inc Theta, Delta, Alpha
carbon SUP fins

Palm Downstream 25 L drybag –
F-One Swing 5m wing

‘Skin up! –
Tunaskin apparel: TSK boardies;
Echo performance long sleeve

https://palmequipmenteurope.com

s h e d : a c c e s s o r i e s

By Dale Mears
Now there are many drybags on the market these days at
varying costs for different needs. Some people will want a
bag for chucking cheap gear into on the water and others will
want to carry more expensive items. In my opinion buying a
cheap drybag is asking for trouble. Buy something you trust
to hold your gear.

https://tunaskin.co
Tunaskin won’t
be that familiar
to many in the
UK. The
Floridian brand,
catering for
fishing nuts,
SUP heads,
beach combers
and surf riders
isn’t easy to
come by in this
neck of the
woods (yet). But
their gear’s tip
notch for
summer paddle
boarding
adventures

Having owned many dry bags over the years, both cheap and
expensive, I’ve always had a Palm drybag in my range. Palm’s
latest range is both stylish and more environmentally friendly.
First impressions is the new materials looks incredible, rich
colouring, with a real shine to the 420 Denier fabric means this
bag is not only tough and durable but it looks great. A clear
window in the front is also a nice touch, as I’ve spent many
minutes on the water ferreting around looking for car keys or a
particular item that’s somewhere in the bottom.
The Downstream is a roll top drybag, which isn’t huge if wanting to
carry kit to and from the river, but a great size to take onboard a
kayak, canoe or SUP. It’s the perfect bag to throw some extra
clothes, wallet, keys and a camera on the water. It’s also a perfect
size to carry around when portaging or taking a well deserved trip
to the pub after. If you want larger, check the Downstream 35L.

hence why we’re checking them out.
Performance and function is Tunaskin’s moto. There also pretty
green, with their kit made from recycled plastic bottles. Both
the TSK boardshorts and Echo performance long sleeve tee are
manufactured similarly– but you’d never know. The quality of
both is tip top. Better than that in actual fact. Super
lightweight and soft materials mean wearing is very
pleasurable indeed.

I’ve already mentioned the material, however, let’s talk
construction. Rather than using the more commonly used PVC in
drybag construction, Palm have opted to use polyurethane to coat
the 420D fabric and weld the bag rather than with traditional
glueing methods to keep weight down and reduce the impact
environmentally. Polyurethane is one of the better plastics to use
and is starting to be replace PVC, which traditionally gives off
toxins during manufacture, use and disposal.

We were a bit sceptical as far as the Echo long sleeve goes as
when it gets hot, even in the UK, the less fabric the better (albeit
with slatherings of factor 50!). But when temps ramp up it does
its best to wick away sweat and therefore keep you protected
against harmful UV rays. Tunaskin’s TSK boardies also.

The Downstream 25L features strong, good quality buckles and
fixings, a sturdy, comfortable, good quality adjustable carry strap,
which clips onto the top roll top and a D-ring towards the bottom
of the bag. There’s also a separate anchor point on the base of the
bag if you wanted to add another mounting point.

We’ll admit, there’s a bold colourway running through these
two TS garments. But we don’t mind that. Bold seems to be
Tunaskin’s way although there are some slightly more muted,
conservative tones for those who don’t like to draw attention.

CONCLUSION
If you are after a new dry bag its certainly worth checking out
Palm’s latest offerings as these not only look good but are good
sized, built well and use materials with less environmental impact.

Both the TSK boardies and Echo top are also designed to repel
stains. A nice touch when you consider Tunaskin’s threads are
being marketed to fisher types as well as paddlers. And let’s
not forget SUP can get a bit salty and even muddy from time to
time. Anything to reduce wear and tear on your stand up
paddle boarding gear is worth it.

Price: £34.95
https://palmequipmenteurope.com/product/downstream-25-l

kg ie t a r

CONCLUSION
Superbly tailored, well fitting and 100% functional gear
Tunaskin’s TSK Boardshorts and Echo performance long sleeve top
are worth getting hold of if you can. For warm weather SUP, where
you need to fend off UV rays as well as salty brine, they both do a
sterling job. Not only that but the comfortable fit of both means
you’ll not want to change post-SUP. A different name for UK
paddlers Tunaskin apparel is definitely worth seeking out.
Price:TSK Boardshorts – $60
Echo Performance long sleeve – $40
https://tunaskin.co
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Esea peasea –
Esea Straps SUP carrier/SUP leash

w w w. l i p - s u n g l a s s e s . c o m

https://eseastrap.com/

Over the past few seasons a good number of water athletes have
been seen wearing and endorsing Lip products, and we were
intrigued. This is why we were therefore keen to check them out.
The brand’s Typhoon model are its flagship, which isn’t hard to
see why. These are heavy duty, fit for purpose (and then some)
sunnies that’ll stand even the most vigorous of wipeouts (if you
happen to riding in bright environments where this is a risk).

Even inflatables can be cumbersome to carry, whatever the
size – especially if you’re not a brute force Alpha type. Hard
stand up paddle boards and air styles alike are sizeable,
which whilst transferring to on water performance doesn’t
make for the easiest of toys to cart about on land. Having an
easy way to do this therefore will be welcome news to many.

With two ways of keeping the Typhoon tethered to the rider
they feel secure and not likely to disappear off into the blue. A
draw chord that secures to the back of the wearer’s head with a
secondary rubberised neck leash ensures they remain in place
at all times. Water drainage vents cut into the lenses releases
moisture and reduce fogging whilst the oversized, wrap around
style is modern. So much so that you can wear these (and the
Flo model) away from the water whilst out and about. They’re
light as well, which is always welcome. Polarised lenses by
Zeiss round things out (which all Typhoon sunnies have).

In the past there have been many different gizmos we’ve come
across billed as making SUP lugging as simple as possible. Many
have worked well some haven’t quite hit the mark. Esea Straps
are one of the former, and with the additional usage of the carry
strap doubling as a SUP leash it holds much wider appeal.
Versatility with anything in SUP is a good idea as it means
paddlers are getting more bang for buck. The more jobs you can
tick off with one item the better. Esea Straps’ simple system is a
winner. In carry mode simply loop the front end over your board,
with the rear attachment affixed to your leash plug, and you’re
delivered a comfy and efficient way to carry your sled. It’s a
simple as can be, and as comfortable as you’re likely to find,
getting to the put in. The genius thing, however, with Esea
Straps’ product is then being able to turn your helping hand SUP
carrier into a leash.

Lip’s Flo model meanwhile is more for flat water SUP adventures.
They’re no less secure but don’t have the heavy duty tethering of
the Typhoon. Instead the Flo sports TR90 material to float and
stop them disappearing to the depths should you fall and they
become dislodged. Another difference is the mirrored lenses of
the Flo (although you can customise these – same with the
Typhoon). They’re also slightly smaller dimensions in terms of
wrapping round the wearer’s face but still comfy.

CONCLUSION
All in both Lip’s Typhoon and Flo models revolutionise what water
sunglasses/water shades can be in terms of overall look. No more
unflattering designs and making the rider in question look like a
kook. On top of this is the functionality of both models – these
are water jackets after all – is bang on. For those needing
ultimate security whilst fending off sunny glare it’s the Typhoon
you should plump for. If you’re planning on less dunkings the
brand’s Flo model might be a little less overkill. Either way they
both look great and perform top notch. Note: you can also add
prescription lenses to your Lip frames at an additional cost.

In leash mode it works fine. We didn’t use in full on wave
conditions but with a few lumps ‘n’ bumps in the mix it’s
functional, practical and works well. The bungee style of the
leash is similar to a coiled type. Many paddlers favour this leash
so it’ll be familiar in feel. We should add the Esea Strap looks
good as well. Rather than being something cobbled together
there’s thought and process put into it so hats off on that front.

CONCLUSION

Price: Typhoon: £165 - £173. Flo: £61 - £155

Having an efficient method of transporting your SUP – inflatable or
hard – is always welcome. Not everyone has guns like Arnie so a
helping hand on this front is nice. Additional usage for this type of
product then adds further versatility which will make it more
appealing. In leash mode Esea Straps’ leg rope is comfy and
functional, fitting a wide variety of SUP scenarios you’ll find. Coming
in two different sizes is also a nice touch and ensures you’ll be able to
fit most boards.)

www.lip-sunglasses.com

https://eseastrap.com/
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Let’s be honest: 90% of so called water jackets/sunglasses
that are available aren’t exactly flattering. They may do a
decent job of keeping sun glare at bay whilst on the water
but aesthetically many simply don’t hit the mark. Enter Lip
Sunglasses which are set to change all that.

kg ie t a r

Shady performance –
Lip Typhoon/Flo water sunnies
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